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PREF-ACE
^ 1 1 acti t- i ties on this program were performed in accordance with
+ )e cost plus  fixed fee contract NAS 5-11664  between National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard Space Flight Centex .
." '0)A/C,5Y(:) and Hal 1 Brothers Research Corporation (BBRC) . The
1) ru t,, ram was initiated on 23 March 1969. Cont y act award was a
result of BBRC: Proposal 645, dated 30 August 1968, and prepared
iii response to a competitive NASA/GSFC RF1' 720-94382-260, dated
.'.; Jul y
 1968.
A. 1i i s p rog rails had one major ob ' " , Live , to produce eight sets of
reliable 1' 1 1 s;ht hardware at a cost that was compatible to the
tYpical sounding rocket mission. The flight hardware includes
the Attitude control System (ACS) , the pneumatics system components
and a Fine Guidance Error Sensor (FG1.^) star tracker.
As an aid to achieve the program objectives, the contract included
some design and drawing preparation effort for both the ACS and
the I C li'S and fabrication of Aerospace Ground Equipment (AGE) for
the ACS system. A small part of the design and drawing update
activity was diyected specifically towards improving system per-
formance and reliability.
Thu program objectives were met in nearly all respects, especially
for the ACS and the pneumatics. The FGES easily met all but three
out of more 'Ehan twenty major specification requirements. The
deviations were minor in nature and could be eliminated in the
future by more stringent specifications on phototubes, some minor
redesign to increase the electronics dynamic range and some change
of certain circuit compensation methods.
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PREFACE
All activities on this program were performed in accordance with
the cost plus fixed fee Contract NAS 5-11664 between National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard Space Flight Center.
(NASA/GSFC) and Ball Brothers Research Corporation (BBRC). TYe
program was initiated on 23 ;March 1969. Conti act award was a
result of BBRC Proposal 645, dated 30 August 1968, and prepared
in response to a competitive NASA/GSFC RFP 720-94382-260, dated
23 July 1968.
,'his program had one major of *
	 Live, to produce eight sets of
reliable flight hardware at a cost that was compatible to the
typical sounOing rocket mission. The flight hardware includes
the attitude Control System (ACS), the pneumatics system components
and a Fine Guidance Error Sensor (FGE.;) star tracker.
As an aid to achieve the program objectives, the contract included
some design and drawing preparation effort for both the ACS and
the FGES and fabrication of Aerospace Ground Equipment (AGE) for
the ACS system. A small part of the design and drawing update
activity was di.ected specifically towards improving system per-
formance and reliability.
Me program objectives were met in nearly all respects, (;specially
for the ACS and the pneumatics. The FGES easily inet all bum three
out of more Shan twenty major specification requirements. The
deviations were minor in nature and could be eliminated in the
future by more stringent specifications on phototubes, some minor
redesign to increase the electronics dynamic ran,,, -- and some change
of certain circuit compensation methods.
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Many of the improvement recommendations for the ACS and pneumatics
that were generated on this program were incorporated before
or during the two follow-on hardware fabrication programs that
were initi.ted before this report was .,ritten. These improvements
included a screening program to upgrade the piece part reliability
of the ACS system, modifications to the system to upgrade the per-
formanco and/or its capabilities, and value :engineering improve-
ments to reduce system fabrication and test time. Necause the
design of the present ACS is at least five to seven years old,
considerable effort is now being expended by NASA/GSFC and in-
dependently at BBRC to replace the present system with an entirely
new system employin-4 updated state of the art components. The new
s y stem will have much better accuracy, capability and reliability
than the existing .system. Because of these developments, ro signi-
ficant recommendations are included in this report to uf ,,,rade the
Presen t_ _- ystem.
We recommend incorporating the changes meeti.oned above (to eliminate
the minor deviations experienced in the FGES) before any additional
FGES units are built in the future.
Eefore an), upgrading of the present FGES is attempted we also
recommend that an evaluation be made of the intended use of the
FGES. The emphasis of the investigation should be placed on
,!c.nti fying the most important operatin;? parameters and the
tradeoffs that can be made to improve those parameters.
i i i
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Section 1
I NTRODUCT I ON
This report cannot stand can its own ►.ithout a brief mention of
the history of the STRAP III (STRAP is the acronym for Stellar
Tracking Rocket Attitude Positioning) system prior to the initia-
tion of the subject program.
The STRAP III Attitude Control System (ACS) is an outgrowth of
a development effort that was begun in the early 1960s. The
objective of that development was to produce a stable three-axis
platform for sounding rocket experiments that was not dependent
on a specific celestial target for its position reference. The
basic sensors were gyroscopes which Provided an inertial reference
during the flight. As the experiments became more sophisticated
and the scientific investigation concentrated on single celestial
objects, the ACS was updated to use a fine sensor in conjunction
with the gyroscope platform to greatly improve the pointing
accuracy.
At the initiation of this program, the STRAP III was the latest
version of t h is ACS system.
After several STRAP I T I development models had been built and
flown, GSFC solicited proposals to fabricate and test these units
in quantities required to meet their experiment or support require-
ments. The objective of this solicitation was to take advantage of
industry's experience iii developing processes ai-d procedures to
reduce the fabrication and test costs of the unit by applying pro-
duction and value engineering.
1-1
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•	 All activities on this program were performed in accordance with
the cost plus fixed fee Contract NAS 5-11664 between the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard Space Flight Center
(NASA/GSFC) and Ball Brothers Research Corporaticn (BRZC). The
program was initiated on 23 March 1901).
fhe following; activities were included in the original contract:
•	 fabricate and test, including complete three-axis
air hearing tests, eight complete STRAP III packages.
•	 Procure and fabricate all pneumatics components
necessary for eight systems. Tests are limited to
the pneumatics valves.
•	 Prepare and obtain the GSFC Technical Officer's
approval for all necessary test and acceptance
procedures including electronics and pneumatics
both functional and environmental.
•	 Prepare the drawings w1,ich are missing on drawing
diagram B27-1220.
•	 Fabricate and test one set of Aerospace Ground
Equipment (AGE) which includes the launch and cali-
bration panel and all module testers.
•	 Conduct final acceptance test to demonstrate the
system operational capability.
•	 Incorporate the Liaison Engineering Actio:i (LEA)
items into the original drawings so that the draw-
ings will reflect the "as-built" configuration.
1-2
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•	 Perform a design study to improve limit cycle per-
formance on dim steIlar targets.
•	 Provide design and production effort to lower the
output impedance of the T/N1 conditioning circuits.
•	 Provide documentary photography :n accordance with
GSFC Specification S-253-11-1.
The contract was later modified to include the following; effort:
Design, fabricate, test, and deliver eight Fine
Guidanc.- Error Sensors (FGES) in accordance with
Aerobee FGES Specification A6000-4, dat	 10 July
1969.
•	 '';eke the following; changes to the STRAP III System:
(1) Modify caging; circuit in common, universal
and fine module.
(2) Modify reference and power ground of the
threshold detector circuits in fine and
universal modules.
(3) 1lelocate roll position signal clipping; from
the RSP to universal module.
(4) lleplace the tracker position and rate signal
chopper with balanced modulator.
(5) Add slave-roll position telemetry circuit to
the common module.
1-3
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(6) Prepare printed circuit (PC) board assembly
drawings for the AC-DC power supply.
(7) Update schematics and modify printed wiring
inasters to incorporate the above changes.
(8) Design a welded module, Time Delay.
(9) Fabricate two additional Launch and Calibra-
tion Consoles (LCC) and three sets of LCC
cables.
Except for the FGES, all of the modifications to the subject con-
tract were minor when compared to the original contract scope.
Because the FGES was a major contract scope change, competitive
bids were solicited from prospective star tracker manufacturers.
Five vendors were asked to bid and response was received from
three (including BBRC). BBRC acted as the proposal adminis-
trator in behalf of NASA/GSFC.
Since BBRC was a competitor, a separate organizatien prepared and
submitted a proposal to the BBRC evaluatior group using the same
ground rules extended to the other competitors. No direct internal
communications were permitted between the BBRC proposal and evalua-
tion teams unless the content was transmitted to the other competi-
tors.
After a thorough review of the proposals the evaluation team con-
cluded the BBRC proposal was the most competitive, both in cost and
technical approach. The conclusions were transmitted to GSFC for
further review. At the end of their review, GSFC agreed with the
BBRC recommendation and authorized the necessary program funds.
1-4
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I . 1	 PROGRAM OMECTIVF.S AND PHILOSOPHY
The major objective of the program was to produce eight sets of
STRAP III flight hardware at a cost that was compatible to the
objectives of the sounding rocket program. The contract included
several activities to aid in the achievement of the primary
objec t ive. Included in these activities were the new drawing
preparation, fabrication of the AGE, preparation of test pro-
cedures, and the final drawing update to reflect the as-built
configuration.
The starting point of the program for the ACS and pneumatics was
considerably different from the FGL'S; thus, although they were
covered by the same contract, the programs were treated quite
differently. All of the existing ACS and pneumatics GSFC drawings
were furnished to BBRC at the onset of the proizram. The new design
and dLawing activity was limited to some circuit improvements and
the preparation of produ ­:tion quality assembly drawings which were
unavailable. Since the system concept and most of the hardware
design was established by the GSFC -furnished drawings, the fabri-
cation anc! test of the ACS and pneumatics was base:l on a build-to-
print philosophy. In other words, BBRC assumed the GSFC design
was capable of meeting the operational criteria imposed by their
specification.
1	 The FGES program was undertaken with a completely different
1	 philosophy. No GSFC design for the FGES was available. The FGES
program concept was to convert the existing BBRC star tracker into
a unit that meets all the requirements of the NASA/GSFC "Fine
Guidance Error Sensor Specification," A6000-4, dated 10 ,Jul y 1969.
The primary objectives of the program were met and the resulting
flight hardware meets the basic GSFC requirements. ?Minor deviations
to the FGES specifications were accepted by GSFC. These deviations
are discussed in Sections 2.0 and 5.0.
1-5
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SUMMARY OF REPORT CONTENT
This report is intended to describe briefly the hardware built and
document the history of the subject program. Since most of the
design for both the ACS and the star tracker actually occurred
before this contract (in-house at GSFC for the STRAP III ACS and
in-house at BBRC for the FGES), discussion of the design is limited
to those items which were pursued as part of this program. A
general description of both the ACS and the FGES is included to
acquaint the reader with the concept and operation of the system.
The report is divded into seven major sections:
•	 Introduction
•	 Des,ription of Operation
•	 Design
•	 Manufacturing
•	 Tes t
•	 Conclusions and Recommendations
O	 New Technology
Each section reviews the program activities applicable to the
subject contract with emphasis on the general approach, problems
encountered and solved, and end results.
1-6
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Section 2
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
2.1	 STRAP III ACS DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
The Stellar Tracking Rocket Attitude Positioning system (STRAP III)
Attitude Control System (ACS) is a cold gas reaction jet system
developed to provide three-axis orientation of sounding rocket.
payloads. It was designed to be used as either an inertial system
using gyroscopes for coarse attitude control or a fine pointing
system using a star tracker or other fine pointing sensor. The
performanace characteristics of the STRAP III system are summarized
in Table 2-1.
STRAP III was originally designed for use on the Aerobee 150, a
sounding rocket used extensively as a research vehicle to carry
various scientific payloads into space. The 15-inch diameter,
30-foot long (with payload attached) Aerobee, propelled by a solid
booster and a liquid-fueled sustainer, carries a 300-pound payload
through a I)allistic trajectory with a peak altitude of 100 miles.
This system has since been adapted for use on several other vehicles
including the Aerobee 170, Aerobee 350, Black Brant VC and the
STRYPI. These vehicles provide greater altitude and/or payload 	 !
weigh capability.
During the five c more minutes the rocket sustainer and payload is
above the atmosphere, scientific observations and measurements are
made without atmospheric distortion. The STRAP III control system
functions during this period to orient the scientific instrument
towards the target or phenomenon_ of interest. Typical payload	 R
objectives range from upper atmospheric studies to observations
of the spectral distribution of the energy from stars, planets,
and X-ray sources.
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STRAP III was designed to perform the following tasks:
•	 Despin the rocket from a maximum of three revolu-
tions per second.
•	 Stabilize the rocket in all three axes (roll, pitch,
and yaw) to the prelaunch orientation.
•	 Correct the launch time delays, prelaunch tower
tilts, and gyroscope drifts. This amounts to
orienting the rocket to the launch-site local
vertical of a preselected sidereal time.
•	 Cause the rocket to reorient from the preselected
sidereal time to a new orientation (the first
target) .
•	 Hold on the first target as long as required, then
move to a second target.
•	 Continue to maneuver, hold, maneuver, hold, etc.,
until atmospheric disturbance torques overpower the
control s y stem and reentry begins.
Note that the above functions must be accomplished rather quickly,
since the total usable pointing time is approximately five minutes.
The STRAP control s y stem points the rocket at the first target
within 1.5 to 2 minutes after liftoff.
By use of the cold gas reaction jets, the control system despins,
orients, and continuously aligns the rocket body with the null
position of the rocket attitude sensors. The gas supply for all
the reaction jets is the helium pressurization gas which remains
91
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in the Aerobee 150/170 sustainer fuel, oxidizer, and pressurization
tanks after burnout.	 (All other vehicle payloads require a self-
contained pneumatics system,.) A typical STRAP III Aerobee 150/170
payload configuration is shown in Fig. 2-1.
The STRAP III ACS system major assemblies are shown in Fig. 2-2
and in its final assembl y . The ACS as shown contains all the
necessary electronics to operate in the inertial mode plus all of
the interface circuitry making it compatible to a fine sensor.
The control electronics assembly (CEA) module list and a description
of the module functions is listed in Table 2-2.
The three-axis rate gyroscope package (RGP) shown in the right
foreground in Fig. 2-2 (the RGP is missing in the photo on the left
in Fig. 2-2) is used to provide damping necessary for system
stability.
T.4Rf,ET
SYSI^EM I I J
RECOVERY --
SYSTEM
p^ ^MATIC
S . EM
AEROBEE 1507173
SUSTAINER
PITCd/YAW
PNEUMATICS
SYSTEM
Fig. 2-1 'Typical STRAP III System Configuration for Aerobee 150 and
170
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Fig. 2-2 STRAP III System Major Assemblies (Left) and Assembled(Right)
The coarse attitude sensors are two-axis .free gyroscopes mounted
on a roll stabilized platform (RSP). The platform isolates the
gyroscopes from the high vehicle roll rate during powered flight
and thereby eliminates pitch and yaw precessional drift caused
by unidirectional roll motion. The RSP is shown fully assembled
in Fig. 2-2. A view with the cover removed is shown in Fig. 2-3.
Fig. 2-4 is a RSP gimbal diagram.
Pointing at preselected targets is accomplished by processing the
free gyroscope gimbals at a fixed rate for a preset time (using
electrical torquers internal to the free gyroscope), thus causing
a position gyroscope error. Since the system is "null seeking,"
the rocket follows the moving gyroscope gimbal.
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Gyroscope torquing; intervals are controlled by a .3-interval
sequence timer. 'Three intervals of the tinier used to control the
initial gyroscope torquing; are remotely adjustable through the
umbilical cable to compensate for gyroscope drifts, launch tower
tilts, and actual launch time deviations from the sidereal time
for which the fixed maneuvers are calculated. The complex matrix
calculations necessar y to resolve all the variables (time, tower
tilt, etc.) 'nto three remote coordinate adjust Ruler maneuvers
(roll, pitch, and yaw) are performed by a digital computer.
Through the use of' its 20 preset intervals, the timer is also used
to initiate system maneuvers (gyroscope torques), enable fine
tracking, and maneuver to new targets. Some of the 20 preset
intervals can also be used to start coordinated payload command
functions such as nose-cone ejections, control of experiments,
Rains, etc.
The three modes of operation for the STRAP III system using a find
sensor are summarized in Table 2-3. Figure 2-5 is a simplified
block diagram of the STRAP III control logic depicting the primary
gain changes and system switching modes. The entire system logic
is shown in Fig. 2-6 including the caging and maneuver logic. A
step-by-step time sequence of a normal STRAP III mission is given
in Table -1 -4 (note that all relay references in Table 2-4 are
shown in Fig. 2-6).
Excerpts from the flight telemetry record of the first successful
STRAP III mission are shown in Fig. 2-7. 'these excerpts show
typical performance for initial acquisition and fine tracking per-
formance.
ri
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Table 2-3
SUMMARY OF STRAP MODES OF OPERATION
Coarse or Inertiall y
 Referenced Mode.
	
the system is controlled by
coarse t rust in a 1 axes, using the free gyros as attitude sensors
and rate gyros for damping. All rocket maneuvering is done in th s
mode by processing the free gyros as necessary. Normal limit-cycl:-
amplitudes are • 1/8° at body rates of 1/8*/sec or lower. 	 In some
cases only the coarse mode is used. The system is capable of pro-
viding up to eight different precession rates, which can be used
to provide experiment scans and various rates in any axis.
Intermediate 'Mode. When the inertially referenceu mode has maneuvered
an sta ilize tie payload observation axis to within a degree or less
of the stellar target, the STRAP system act:!ates the star tracker.
The star tracker searches its field of view and selects and acquires
a target, and sends a lock-on confirmation signal hack to the control
logic. The control logic then discards the pitch and yaw position
gyro error signals and allows the jets to orient the rocket body
until a star tracker signal null is obtained (still using the coarse
thrusters and rate gyro damping). When the control system has
aligned the payload to the star tracker null and has held both axes
within about 9 arc minutes of the star tracker null for 2.5 seconds,
a logic signal is generated which initiates the fine mode of opera-
tion. A second, or intermediate II, mode occurs when either the
pitch or the yaw axis (but not both) is within 9 ar-- minutes of
null. This mode lessens the effects of rate gyro null offsets.
"fhe rate gyros are switched out of the control loops in pitch and
yaw during the fine mode, a.^d rate information is derived from the
star tracker output signal using an active lead networ] . If the
system were allowed to maintain the intermediate mode of operation
by inhibiting fine mode transfer, it would maintain a limit cycle
of about ±1 arc minute about the star tracker null with body rates
of about 2 arc min/sec. In the intermediate mode, as in all modes
of system operation, roll axis control is maintained by use of the
position and rate gyroscope sensors.
Fine Mode. When the intermediate conditions described above are
satis ie , the system transfers to fine mode operation. At this
point the pitch and yaw star tracker position and rate signal. gains
are increased. also at this point the thrust and hence acceleration
is reduced (by pneumatically transferring the pitch and yaw thrusters
to a lower working pressure) from a coarse value of about 3.5°/sec2
to about 0.15°/sec 2 . Since the intermediate mode holds the afore-
mentioned 9 arc minute threshold for a preset time delay (normally
2 to 3 seconds) before permitting fine mode transfer, the system is
assured of relatively low residual body rates and positional errors
for the fine jet controllers to take out. Therefore, capture and
stabilization into the final limit cycle (approximately ±10 arc
seconds amplitude) usually occurs within 1-3 seconds after initiation.
The pitch and yaw gyro gimbals are also caged as soon as the system is
turned ever to fine control.
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Fable 2-4
STRAP III LOGIC OPERATIONS
System Lvent/Mod!
of Operation Description of Event or Mode Control	 Relay	 Functions r*trw	 (rent/Moleof Operation lirscr
	 jittoa
	 of	 rvrr
I Pre-Launch Operation g round control	 transfers power 1,111.	 is	 latched	 for	 internal	 power
	 oppera s. lar lt et 	 Acquisition pulse	 b,	 t,	 and
to	 internal	 battery,
	
cages Lion.	 All	 gyro	 caging	 relays,	 KRC.	 KSRC, a	 Inert tat	 kcfvren,e prt• se , 	 times	 and	 ..a,
gyros,	 and	 resets	 system to	 its KYC,	 and	 KPC are energized. roll,	 rot-h,	 and	 ya.
"zero"	 flail. J,splss+mrat.,	 reaps
II
	 r^ p c ket	 bode	 move
ROcke	 Thrust	 Phase G-Reduction	 Iim,:r
	 applies	 28 All	 Common Logic	 latching	 relays	 (8)	 are
the	 error	 signals
	
ti
gimbal	 J,splatemcnts
vdc	 to lommun	 Logic	 reset	 cir held	 in	 unlatched	 state.	 K6 of	 the thus	 acquire anv pfc
cults,	 and	 to	 the Programming Programming and Power Switching Module inertial	 position	 rc
and Power Switching Module,
	
to is	 he1J	 unlatched.	 (aging	 slays	 are the	 erection	 pn.it,c
Jisconu ect	 gyre	 torquing	 refer d! energized. I"osII ton manvuve n
ence	 signals.
	
Gyros	 uncaged, contril	 sac,	 are	 req
at 4ulring	 i	 tiraetl.
3. ACS
	
Start At	 rocket	 burnout G-Red .ictio- KD_	 latches:	 (1)	 energizes	 kkR of	 the Ira 'l,	 Ii,Jc	 on Ihr	 rograsaer
	 grner
loser removes	 28 vdc from reset roll	 module	 to	 sort	 up despin mode,	 and irac^ mode	 ,nible	 st
Circuits
	 and	 applies	 it	 to	 Se- (2)	 turns	 off external	 discrete	 signal. is	 Ahilgated	 with	 th
quence Timer external
	 discrete KD2L	 latches:	 co-.no-t%	 despin va:ve	 cir acgtu•tt""	 logic	
at
line,	 commanding	 pulse	 2.	 De- cult	 to	 roll/transfer
	
valve	 enable	 line. rr	
t	 1,arqu
tracke
lerr.
r at
t,11
e 	 ire	
.	
A
spin mode	 is	 set	 up but	 not sRR
	 is	 energized:
	 ( 1)	 switches	 roll	 rate luck	 on	 stgral	 from
activated.
	
The	 roll	 threshold gyro	 signal	 to	 threshold	 d^tector;	 an,; tra,k,,r	 will	 now	 ,)e
detector
	
senses
	 roll	 rate. (2)	 turns	 off	 roll	 position	 signal	 to mtJtate Mede.
Roll	 valves	 are controlled	 by roll	 valve	 circuit.
roll	 rate	 only. KRG	 is	 energized	 for	 roll	 rate	 s2.5'/sec
(CW):	 (l)	 energizes	 y.PR	 and	 KY,,	 and
(2)	 reduces	 gain on	 roll	 position	 T/M.
KPR turns	 off
	
pitch	 gyro	 position	 signal.
kYR 'urns off
	
yaw gyro	 position	 signal.
4. Despin Mode Pulse	 3 occurs	 in time	 sequence KD4L	 latches:	 (1)	 activates	 the	 roll/
and activates	 roll/transfer transfer
	 valve	 enable	 line;	 and	 (2)	 drops
valve	 enable	 line. 28 vdc	 from	 the G-Reduc	 ton Timer cir o. Intermediate Mode the	 following
	 Je<cri
Despin of
	
the	 rocket	 to	 <2.5'/ c,it	 to	 disable	 the	 (xti•rnal	 discrete 1141 applies	 to	 either
	
th
sec	 (CW) occurs at	 high decel signal	 that	 pr..dticed	 pulse	 1. the	 yaw	 axis.
eration	 level	 of	 about	 75°/sec°. KD5L	 latches	 and cunnects	 the	 rot , -	 •hresh- fit	 IM	 the	 valves	 are
Both	 the despin valve	 and the old.	 logic	 circuit	 (relay	 KRG)
	
for
	
on-
by	 tri , ker	 position
roll	 CW valve	 are	 ener B tied. latching	 KD21.	 at	 completion of	 des	 n.g	 P	 P^ th r e shold
and dete
	
rate.
e  detector J
orates	 the	 tracker po
S. Despin Complete, At	 CW	 spin	 reduction	 to	 <2.5°/ KRG	 is	 de-energized:
	 ,1)	 unlatches	 1,02L. or and stitches w
Begin	 Lrection	 in sec,	 the	 roll	 despin mode	 is which then unlatches 	 K91L,	 which	 in	 turn 9	 arc	 minuirs.	 Whe
Roll turned off and	 roll	 erec t ion de-energizes	 KRR;	 (1)	 de-energizes	 KPR error	 level	 is	 reach
begins.	 Roll	 valves	 are	 con- and	 KYR	 (momentarily);	 an./	 (1,	 raises xyro	 rate , s: R uEI	 is
trolled
	
b	 ositi^n and	 rateY p gain	 on	 roll	 (momentaril y).	 position T/M	 and	 the	 tacker	 ralrlelec^rontt	 drr,vatt
signals.	 Thr	 rocket	 acquirer. KD2L	 unlatches:
	 (1)	 drops	 despin	 valve of	 tracker	 r osition)
the	 inertial
	
roll	 position	 it p-jwer and	 initiates	 a	 50 ms delay	 to on.	 when	 the	 9	 ar,
had	 in	 the	 launch	 tower at	 the latch	 KD3	 (this	 function AND gated with error	 level	 is	 reach
time	 the gyros were uncageJ kD81,
	 unlatch	 state);	 and	 (2)	 applies axes	 simultaneously,
(assuming	 no	 gyr(,	 errors). power
	
to	 unlatch	 Ku1L	 (through	 KD8L	 in +ignal	 is {{rnercted
Pitch	 a,id yaw axes	 ate	 .order unlatched
	
state	 also). sr itches	 the	 systemMode.	 A few - second
rate gyro
	
control	 only until KDIL unlatches	 and de-energizes	 KRR. lay	 i,	 employed	 afte
roll	 erect i on	 to	 the	 tl' KRk
	 is	 de	 energized:	 (1)	 twitches	 roll thresholds	 of	 q	 arc
error	 range	 is	 achieved position gyro	 signal	 to	 threshold de • ector, are	 reached,	 and bef
which	 energizes	 KPG	 again	 for	 it k ^	 >1', Mode	 a commanded.
which	 in	 turn energizes	 KPH and KYR again, delay,	 tine	 acqu:%Itreduced
	
thrust	 rill
off	 itch	 and	 yaw position	 con-turning
	 P	 Y	 P to contend with	 larg
trol.	 KRG	 also	 reduces	 roll	 position rates	 that	 exist	 at
T/M Q air:. the	 fine mode	 posits
03	 latches	 and activates	 the pitch/yaw olds	 are met.	 (Fine
valve	 enable	 line. two	 to limit
e
cycleI
less	 t	 S	 sconds.han
b. Pitch/Yaw Erection When	 J E RI	 <1°	 pitch and	 yaw KRG	 is	 de-energised	 for	 J t RI	 <l a :	 (1) 11. Fine Mode	 (Fil l The	 following descri
position
	 gyro	 sigi.als	 control allows	 KPR and KYR to drop,	 turning on applies
	
to	 either	 th
their
	
respective	 valve	 cir- pitch	 and yaw position contro:;	 (2)	 in or	 th(	 aw	 :ontrol	 a
cuits,	 which were on	 rate creases	 roll	 position	 T/k: gain;
	
and	 (3) In	
I14	
Ihr	 valves	 are
gyro control	 only during	 roll sets up a
	 logic AND function to generate trolied by	 tracker	 p
erection.
	
The	 rock( ,	acquires an	 external	 discrete	 signal	 at	 full fat	 high	 gain)	 and	 t.rate.	 i'alve	 thrustits	 inertial	 pitch/yaw	 atti- erection and command timer pulse 4. 	 This duced
	 to	 ab-, ut	1/35
tude	 before	 launch,	 at	 the AND
	 function	 has	 S	 relay	 inputs: IM	 thrust	 level.	 Th
time the gyros were uncaged •	 KRG	 de-energized	 (	 ER	 -1°) tion	 gyro gishal	 is
iassuming
	 no	 gyro errors). •	 K pGlde	 energized	 (	 Ep	 <1°) establish	 ai	 accurst
When	 roll,	 pitch and	 yaw to	 KYG1Je	 energized	 (	 E y	 <1°) position	 reference	 f
position	 errors are	 in	 the •	 kr131.	 latched
	 ( pitch / yaw	 enabled) first	 target.	 Ttm	 slimit
	 cycle	 is	 about
•1°	 range,	 an	 external	 dis- a	 KD8L	 unlatched	 (pulse	 4	 not	 yet seconds,	 centered on
crete Sequence Timer command generated) tracker
	
electrical	 n
is	 generated and causes (assumes no system e
pulse	 4	 to	 occur. offset	 or	 drift)
7. Cage Slave Roll When	 J E RI,	 1 1 pl,	 and	 I c yl	 are K8DI.	 latches	 and	 turns	 off	 the	 external
i1. Second Target pulses	 9,	 lu,	 11,	 an,
cause
	 roll,	 pitch,	 ai
all	 less	 than	 1°	 simultaneously discrete	 command	 that	 produced pulse	 :. g,mhzi
	
displacement:
pulse 4	 is commanded to	 latch KSRIL	 latches	 and	 cages	 the	 slave-roll nand	 rocket maneuver,
the	 slave-roll	 (SR)	 gyro (SR)	 gyro	 gimbal
	
b y	energizing	 KSRC. quiring	 a	 second	 tart
caging	 circuit. KSRC closes
	
the	 Sk	 cage	 loop by	 switching manner	 similar	 to	 the
The	 SR gimbal
	 nulls,	 with	 theB the	 position	 signal	 to	 the	 caging	 ampP	 R	 B	 B	 F
(test
	 target	 acquistl
stew
	 b.	 This	 operas
yaw	 sensing	 axis	 positioned lifier
	 input,	 and by	 connecting	 the	 Sk begin only
	
if	 a	 "Tra(
90°	 from	 the	 pitch sensing torquer
	
relay	 coils	 to	 the caging	 amp off"	 signal	 is	 rece,t
axis.	 1h.s	 SR rage	 condition lifier
	
output. the piogramser hefort
holds	 for
	
:ore	 rest of	 the the	 start	 uf,	 the	 f.i
flight	 sequence. torquing	 interval.
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lontrol Imlay !unctions
the same I h ►r%h0IJ Inlla relay• u+rJ lu
4 •el rrettion error% of less than 1'
are use, agiTn - here to defeatthat
orr
 
a^
m,juss_litlon error% 1.1 Il.e tat et Inh
re a Hers have been reJuam^ to I'.
the sr rela y s as,• ► IG ,wall l I. 14/,11 aPalth),
and 6-11.1 Ivan
Lot, is Jr rnerg LFed when the Full error
Iron target inertial roll reference I,
I—% than 1'. Iht% condition enable,
patch and raw to •.quire the target, by
dropping kPI and kYI relay,, and w Itching
on pitch and rats po%,taon
	 I nil+.	 kilt.I
and k y;l relay+ it energize for pitch/yaw
errors of Its% than 1' and pto,luce a 14
vJ, scuul%ition 10514 ­ gnat,
	
I h
- • v also
increase gyro position I/M gain.
k7l to latched by a "t Nis solids, min" signal.
Ihr stqui%lttun logit 18 vJ, I% gated
through 971. (latchVd) 10 s,n4rclrr 141011,
wh L,h activate% the traikrr Islets control
Iun.t ion I.
A In,k on %Ignal fros the tracker wrier
flair, 1110 which %wit,he the Anal ,untrol
:K vda signal 10 KI'I and 1411, the Intro
nrJtate Mode pitch/yaw ,untrol relay%.
the following fun,tlun applies primarily
to the pit,h axis, to simplify relay
notation.
is
	
isrnwr4`tzed:	 III turn. -0f gyro
Pu%it I  n; ( j ) tarn% an low gain Irocket
po%it ion; (1) swltahrs the threshold
Jetr( for input to leaser po%It tun, with
dl ­
 rimanation level s,*led lot "I as,,
minute%; and 11) %w-itthr% threshold ,its
cuts output trom KPGI to kM.:, to set up
a loge, Alois gale for %watch to I our Nude.
(see helo%l
114;1 connects the gyro rate sI^nr
9
I to the
whmvalve control Lif l Ulf	 n ) I p	 .	 ate
minute% (through I,PI and I,PI d ose) .min
fasts1.	 As soon as the 1 9 art minute
plt,h threshold it %en%rd, KPI;: Switches
gvro rate off and tracker rate on.
!h,• t nmwand Topic signal for lane Mode is
derived from 0 Input%. ANn ^^tta trJ Into a
t ,r,ond time delay, wl,i,h then enrrgaze,
the ay,frm logic twiny for lane Mule, kill.
the b input% are a% follow%
• kYl.l de energized (yaw III IMI
• klh.i dr energized (pat , It in IM)
• 1471 Iat,hed (track wale min)
e KI'I rnr ►xir,d (patch in IM)
• klv.: Jr enerflized 11.1 •y at, min!
• AY E .: Jr env ra!azeJ 1 'Y	 .9 at, ,+aril
Ihr following function applle, primarily
to the patch a a %, to simplify relay
wt at ion
kill is energized.	 ill opens the tran%fer
valve circuit; (1) energizes IM Lontrul
relay%, ", and KYI; and 0) energize,
tag, relays 141', and 14Y, .
kil l intrea+es Meth tracker po s ition anti
tracker rate %Iflnal guru into the valve
controller, to IN
li ps ,lose, the plaits giobal tall, loop by
connecting file gyro position slgllrl to file
,aging amplifirr input, and by tonnecling
III(- pith torquer relay coils to the
aging amplifier output.	 The• loop null,
the gyro position er ►nr stroll at the min
target patch attitude of the rut Is It
k t l. unlatches when "Track Mode ()if" sag
Hal I% re,rived.	 (1) fine, Intermediate,
and up• relays in the p,t,h and vow con-
trol modules drop (Ki ll, 0,11, 141'1, KYI,
k p l:, KY( - ); (2) common logo. relays 0,111-,
KLO, and kill, drop; ('•) all coarse position
threshold relays, Kill, (roll), KPGI (patch),
and kY;l (yaw) energize when their
respective gyro position errors exceed g'
mil ,spa Niles	 Ilrs.rlptios of latest or Bede
!rtevt Acqulsatl•n	 Pulse. %, a, r , and II occur at
to tnerl mil al fc ►rncr preset Isles and .&use preLa.e
Toll, path, ,eJ vats global
Jl.pla.•oenls, rr%pe,ti%rly.
Ihr To 'he I lots move. to bull
the error .iflnal+ ,au.rJ I ', the
8481,41 J'spll.ement., end ,an
thus acquire an. pre Planned
Inert mil position relative In
the e ►Tataon po%,t,un
Ilbsttfun soanVIA s In Holt
control air, are ►rqu,rrJ an
AL quaring a I.Irarli
I ra, ► Aoa, .1,	 I lse p rogrammer gent rAirs a
!Taal soJ.- InAl,l, signal which
is AAn gatrd wall, the target
saqut%ition loci, signal (In-
ertial a.qui+,tlon), to acts
vale the track e r.	 A target
luck on sigial from the
tracier will now tusoosnJ Inter
ma• Jiate 40,14,
the following dr%criptlon
Applies to either the pitch ur
the yaw Asa , -
In IM the valve% are ,nntrollvd
by tattier position tat low
&mini and 5^ro rate.	 [he
thrrshuld detector dst riot
nates the t,-sa yer position
error and anchor% when I'll
• 9 arc minutes.	 When this
error Irvel 1, reached, the
t y ro rate s./no! 1% turned of(
and the teas er rate saRnal
(electn, niL III-FI atl y e signal
of tracker p, sit ion, I+ turnrJ
on.	 Whrn the Y Ar, slam I 
error level its reIL).Cd in both
I axes 11multa C.My, a lost,
signal is {rorral yd that
switches the sy%ten Into I it,,
Mode. A for %rcond time de
lay ,s employed alter position
I hrr shold, if y ar, xlloole'
are reached, slid brlure tone
Mode 1, commanded . Walt, the
delay, lane atya i st t on on
reduced thrust will not have
t0 contend rift, large 1•ody
rates that rs,s t at the mum. mil
the fine so.lt position thre,h
olds are met.	 'fine acqut,a
lion to limit c ycle occur, an
less than S seconJs.l
the following description
applies to i,ther the pitch
or th, ysw -control axis.
In IM the valves are Lon
trolled by tracker position
tat high ^1alit` and tracker
raft.	 Valve thrust i% rr
dosed to .bout 1/SS ,f the
IM thrust Irvet.	 The post
taon gyro global i, caged to
r,tabliah ..I accurate inertial
position reference for thr
first target.	 The system
limit cycle is about '7.', arc
• rsunds, ,entered an the
tracker electrical null.
(as%umrs no sys two ele,t n,al
o(fser or draft,
Pulses 9, Ill, 11, and 11 can
,•use roll, palish, and vow
X, obm; JI%placement%,and cuo-
m.nd rocket maneuvers in sc
q wring a Second Nrgrt in a
manner similar to that for
lir,t target acqulsit ion,
item K.	 this operation can
begin only if a "Track Mode
,if( ,,
 
signal Is re,eived from
the proarsomer before, or At
llr %tart uf, the firs t gimbal
turqu,ng interval.
lu.	 IntermrJiote Nude
1 1%11
lane Mode (I-M)
12.1 Second I.crget
^Q
4
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STRAP III LOGIC OPFFATIONS
lit or Mode	 Control Rolay Functions
Sfers purer	 kill. is latched for internal purer opera
cages	 tton. All gyro caging relays. KRC, kSIC,
;ratM to its KYC, and KPC are energized.
applie 'B	 All toamon Logic latching relays (4) are
reset ,Ir .	held In unlatched state.	 K6 of the
Program( ng	 Programming and Power Switching Module
g Module, to	 is hell unlatched. Caging relays are
rquing refer de-energized.
uncaged.
6 Redu c tionIID1L latches-	 ( 1) energizes kkK of the
do from reset roll module to set up despin mode; and
es it to Se-	 (/) turns off external discrete signal.
nil discrete	 KUL latches: connects despin valve cir-
III so 1. De-	 cuit to roll/transfer valve enable 'ine.
p but nut	 KRR is energited:
	 (1) switches roll ate
I  threshold	 gyro signal to threshold detector; and
11 rate.	 (2) turns off roll position signal to
rat rolled by	 rol; valve circuit.
kRG is energized (or roll rate ,1.5'/sec
(CW):	 (1) energizes KPR and KYR; and
(2) redl,ces gain oil
	 position r/M.
kPR turns off pitch gyro position signal.
kIR turns off yaw gyro position signal.
r ime stquence	 K114L latches:
	 (1) activates the roll/
ransfrr
	
	 transfer valve enable line; and (1) drops
18 vd: ( oak the G Reduction Timer cir
to • ..S'/	 cult to disable the external discrete
Igh decal-	 si``rial that produced pulse 2.
lit 7S'/sec". KD51 latches and connects the rate thresh
slew and the	 old logic eiicult (relay KRG) for un-
energized•
	 latching 021. at completion of despin.
i
un to 2.5'/	 KR,; is de-tnrrgized:
	 (1) unlatches KD21.,
/n mode I%
	 w'iich then unlatches KDIL, which in turn
1 erection	 cie
-energizes KRR; (2) de-energizes KPR
es are con-
	 and KYR (momentarily); and (3) raises
bit and rateQQsiIt on roll position T/M (momentarily).
Met acquires
	 AD2l. unlatches:
	 (1) drops despin valve
position it	 power and initiates a 50 ms,, delay to
tower at the	 latch KD3 (this function AND-gated with
re uncaged
	 KUBL unlatch state); and (2) applies
errors),	 power to unlatch KD1L (through KD81. in
s are under
	 unlatched state also).
only until	 KD1L unlatches and de-energizes KRR.
the fl'	 KRR is de energized:
	 (1) switches roll
hieved.
	
	 position gyro signal to threshold detector
which energizes KRG again for It I -I',
which in turn energizes KPR anal KYR again,
turning off pitch and yaw position axon
trol.	 KRG also reduces roll position
T/M	 fn.
KD3 ^
a
atches and activates the pitch/yaw
valve enable line.
:h and yaw
	 KRG is de energized for 1 t rt j <l':	 (1)
soils control
	 allows KI'R and KYR to drop, turning on
'alve cir-
	 pitch and yaw position control; ( 2) in-
on rite	 creases roll position T/M gain; and (3)
during roll
	 sets up a logic AND function to generate
ket acquires
	 an external discrete signal at full
I/Yaw &I t,	 erection and command timer pulse a. This
, at the
	 AND function has 5 relay inputs:
r uncaged
	 a KRG de -eneT .
 ized ('(R •1'
errorsi.
	 • KPGlde energized
( ^epl 'I.)rid yaw	 • KYGide energized f tY <1•
e in the	 a 031, latched (pitch/yaw enabled)
Trial dis-
	
• KDBL unlatched (pulse 4 not yet
ei command
	 generated)
aL.ses
rid I c yl are	 K81)1. latches and turns off the external
imultaneously discrete command that produced pulse 4.
ed to latch
	 KSRIL latches and cages the slave-roll
1 gyro
	 (SR) gyro gimbal by energizing KSRC.
KSRC closes the SR Lags, loop by "Witching
with the	 the position signal to the Laging imp-
)sitioned
	 lifier input, and by connecting th, SR
sensing	 I torquer relay coils to the caging amp
r condition
	 lifier output.
of the
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Fig. 2-7 Flight T-lemetry Data of STRAP III Fine Tracking
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2.2	 FINE GUIDANCI: LRROR SENSOR DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
The FGES Star Tracker, shown in Fig. 2-8, is used to provide analog
error signals to the STRAP III attitude control system. It acquires
the brightest target in its 8-degree diameter field of view (FOV)
and tracks this target, providing signals proportional to the
angular distance o(' the target from null or from externally supplied
offset pointing commands. It is often used to acquire and track
several targets during one mission.
As indicated in the introduction, the objective of the Star Tracker
program was to obtain a tracker that meets the requirements of the
NASA/GSFC "Fine Guidance Error Sensor Specification," A6000-4, dated
10 July 1969. Table 2-5 compares the most pertinent performance
requirements specified in A6000-4 with the corresponding parameters
of the BBIZC tracker (A6000-4 is included in Appendix A). The data
for the comparison were gathered from the test results of the first
eight flight model Star Trackers built under Contract NASS-11664.
I
Fig. 2-8 Fine Guidance Error Sensor
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9< n< 1 4 arc sec
rms (depending up-
on individual tube
sensitivity)
5.0 ± 0.25 mV/arc
sec
n< 10 arc sec
rms
S.0 ± 0.25
mV/arc sec
5.4 ± 0.6 V
18 ± 2 arc min
±4 arc min
in 4° of cross
axis rotation
S.4 ± u.6 V
18 ± 2 arc min
±4 arc min
in 4 0 of cross
axis motion
I
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Table 2- S
COMPARISON OF TRACKER PERFORMANCE AND A6000-4 REQUIREMENTS
A6000-4
BBRC Tracker	 Specified
Performance Parameter	 Performance	 Performance
.acquisition mode
Search Pattern
:Minimum active FOX'
Search frame time
Acquisition of AON,
star of magnitude in in search
time T with a probability of
80%.
For m = 0,	 T = .............
For m - +4,
	
T = .............
The above acquisition to be
accomplished with competing
star conditions listed in
GSFC Spec A6000-4
Track Mode
Track pattern
Track period (time of two
axis track scan)
Output phase shift in
res p onse to a 5-Hz input
motion.
Output signal random noise (n)
when tracking a 3.0 magnitude
AOV star
Output signal gain
Saturation of output signal:
Voltage level
Angle of saturation
Axis Orthogonality
(cross coupling)
8.2°x8.2° Raster
	
None
8° diameter circle
	 8° diameter
circle
0.3 seconds
	
None
0.6 second, ........... 1 second
1.2 seconds ........... 1 second
Conditions met	 (See A6000-4
except m - 0 when	 Appendix A)
-1 is specified.
1°xl° cross scan
20 msec
<4S 0
	45°
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Table 2-5 (Cont.)
3 ^'
A6000-4
RHRC Tracker	 Specified
Performance
	
Performance
volts/deg
±4° in each axis	 ±4° in each
axis
±6 arc min
	
±2 arc min
1 arc min	 1 arc min
45 arc sec rss
<30 arc sec
<30 arc sec
<10 arc sec <10 arc sec
6 to 18 arc sec <6 arc sec
0.2 to 22	 arc sec <12 arc sec
<10 arc sec <10 arc sec
<5 arc sec <10 arc sec
Performance Parameter
offset point mode
Nominal gain
Range
Range of null adjustment
Null Stability
Maximum null error
Null error resulting from
the following:
Environmental effects
Temperature
Vibration
Earth's magnetic field
Target Magnitude -1 to +3
variations
	 -1 to +4
Power supply variations
Target position in
acquisition field
In its present configuration, the Star Tracker meets all of the
requirements of the specification consistently, except for the
output noise (n) when tracking +3.0 and +4.0 magnitude A 0V stars
and the ability to track stars over the range of -1 to +4 magnitude.
The first eight Star Trackers displayed greater than specification
values in null shift over the star magnitude range and null error
when the star presence output occurs, however, both of these
cha;^acteristics can be improved by expending more effort during
test. GSFC considered the cost increase vs performance improve-
ment was not justified during this program, therefore, all the
units were approved as built.
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Hic largest deviation in the noise output while pointing at a +3
magnitude star was 50 percent on two Star Trackers. Five units
exceeded the noise requirement by 2 to 2S percent. one unit met
all of the specification noise limits.	 In all cases, the noise
characteristics were a direct function of the phototube gain and
photocathode characteristics. Noise characteristics could have
been improved b y
 specifying better phototube gain and cathode
characteristics; however, the cost impact would have been greater
than could have been justified for the performance improvement.
An inabilit y
 to track stars over the magnitude range is primarily
a dynamic range limitation in the video circuit.
'1'he basic function of the Star Tracker is to provide two axis
analog error signals proportional to the angular error between the
target and the tracker reference planes whenever the target is
within the defined tracker FOV.
This is accomplished by using a field scanning image dissector
t ype phototube with a small 24 arc-minute by 24 arc-minute in-
stantanecus FOV. The instantaneous FOV is electronically swept
to accomplish the following functions.
1. Search/Acquisition. Search the FOV for target
stars. Select the brightest star in the 8-degree
diameter circular FOV.
2. Track node. Reduce the scan to a 1-degree, two-axis
cross pattern, centered about the target star, which
is capable of following motions of the target through-
out the FOV and provide high gain, high precision,
analog error signals when the target star is near
the null region of the tracker.
2-17
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Acquisition is accomplished by scanning the small instantaneous
FOX' (aperture) in a left-to-right and right-to-left raster pattern
through the entire FOB', as shown in Fig. 2-9. A scan through the
entire FOX' is called a frame or search frame. When the aperture
passes over a star, a signal pulse is obtained and stored. 	 If	 •
any succeeding signal pulse is larger than the :;toned value, the
larger value is stored. This is continued until the entire FOV
has been scanned. The search raster is then repeated, only this
time the star signal pulses are compared with the largest value
obtained on the first frame. If a near match occurs, the search
scan is stopped and the track mode is enabled.
When the position of the brightest star has been obtained, the
crossed sweep track pattern (see Fig. 2-9) is centered on the star
location. The track servo loop is then closed and the track pattern
follows the target image to maintain track anywhere in the FOV. The
output signal amplifier gain and saturation regions are deliberately
adjusted to obtain a constant signal for all pointing angles larger
tha n
 about 18 arc-minutes from null. For smaller angles the output
signal gain is 5 my/arc-sec.
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Section 3
DESIGN ACTIVITIES
3.1	 STRAP III SYSTEM
Design activities for the STRAP III s y stem were limited to circuit
improvements, draving preparation ar. + update, and a study to deter-
mine ways to improve the dim target pointing performance.
A summary of each of these efforts is given in Sections 3.1.1
through 3.1.3.
3.1.1	 STRAP Circuit Improvements
:Modulators and Demodulators. STRAP III control electronics are
basically AC coupled from the input to the valve controller operating
with a basic carrier frequency of 400 Hz. Since the two-axis free
gyroscopes and the thrte-axis rate gyroscope outputs are varying
amplitude, 400 Piz square waves, the signals can be used directly
without further processing. Outputs from the FGES Star Tracker
are DC voltages portional to the error angle; thus, a modulator is
required to produce an AC signal compatible with the control
electronics. The modulators used previously in the STRAP system
were half-wave (unbalanced) modulators. This type of modulator has
shortcomings in producing a good modulated signal because phase
shift is induced by the capacitor coupling. The old modulators
alFo use transformers which reduce the overall circuit reliability.
The old and new modulators are shown in Figs. 3-1 and 3-2, respec-
tively. Output waveforms of the two circuits are shown in Figs.
3-3 and 3-4 with a 50 Hz input signal (inputs frequencies to the
STRAP system are never this high but this frequency was chosen to
emphasize the improvement in circuit characteristics).
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TRACKER
INPUT
2N2356
400 HZ	 10 K 0.15µF
E
1OK
20K
Fig. 3-1 Unbalanced Modulator
40.2K
TRACKER	 51.1 K	 10 K
INPUT	 LM 101
—+OUTPUT
90.9 K
22K
26V	 100K
400hZ	 i o	 2N36771OK
100K
Fig. 3-2 Balanced Modulator
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Fig. 3-3 Unbalanced Modulator Output Signal With 20K Load
Fig. 3-4 Balanced Modulator Signal Output
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AC GYRO
-^
INPUTo-
D C OUTPUT
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The demodulators are used in the STRAP III system to obt?in 0 to 5
VDC telemetr y signals compatible to the typical telemetry systems
f'lown on Aerobee missions.
	
The existing; circuit (shown in Fig. 3-5a)
output impedance was so high th.ac the input impedance of the typical
telemetry system caused loading that shifted the output signal level.
The output scale factor had to be calibrated after the ACS system
was integrated with the telemetry system. The new demodulator shown
in Fig. 3-Sb is identical to the modulator Oiscussed before. The
second amplifier was included to allow the telemetry scale factor to
he varied easier for special missions and to provide a consistent
low output impedance interface to the T/Ti.
An identical circuit was incorporated into the common module for the
slave roll position output. No slave roll telemetry was available
on the old STRAP III systems.
26V, 400HZ (RE f. VOLTAGE)
i
910
2.2K
415VDC
Fig. 3-5a Original STRAP Demodulator.
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OUTPUT TO
CAGING AMPLIFIER
lµf
49.9K
24.9 K
GYRO
	
36 5K	 4 99K
400  M 1
	 -__AV/V/ r	 -	 20.5K
INPUT	 LMI01	 -
IOOK	
0-5VDC
ISO K	
LM101	 OTIELE^P
26V	 IOOK400HZ2N3611	 IOK	 LM 103
REFERENCE	 (LIMITER
VOLTAGE	 -15VDC	 ZENER)
TOOK
Fig. 3-Sb Balanced Demodulator
Caging Amplifiers. The old caging amplifiers shown in Fig. 3-6
applied a 400 Hz signal into a relay coil when the input AC signal
reached the threshold voltage of the silicon controlled rectifiers
(SCR). The relays tended to chatter at inputs near the threshold
point, a condition that was potentially damaging to the relay con-
tacts (heavy AC currents up to 2 amps are switched on and off through
the cage relay). The new caging circuit, shown in Fig. 3-7, includes
some hysteresis to ensure a positive relay contact transfer when the
threshold voltage is reached. The voltage across the relay coil is
a DC voltage. The threshold voltage is much more consistent in the
new circuit and, thus, guarantees better caging accuracy. One
caging circuit is required for each of the four gyroscope gimbals.
•
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4OON1	 40ONJ
0
SAMPLE
PULSE
INPUT
SVDC	 I
5iK
2 2µf	 3 )^	 3.3K
AC	 [^
INPUT
	 5 iK
^	 3
NOTE
OUTPUT A - CW TOROUER INPUT
OUTPUT B -CCW TORQUER INPUT
Fig. 3-6 Original STRAP III Caging Amplifier
+ 26VDC
I
240K
6.2KDC
INPUT IOK	 5.IK r
F ROM
GYRO
LM101DEMOD
1 ^	 92.2µt
I
15	 I 
I
I
-26VDC
NOTE:
OUTPUT A - CW TORQUER INPUT
OUTPUT B -CCW TORQUER INPUT
Fig. 3-7 Modified STRAP Caging Circuit
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Time Delay Circuit. GSFC had some problems with a purchased time
delay module and asked BBRC to package a GSFC design into a con-
figuration that allows the new time delay module to be installed
into the same printed circuit pin configuration. The resulting
welded package is shown in Fig. 3-8. This package is used in the
STRAP III to develop three different time relays varying from
200 ms to 60 seconds.
+15VDC +28VOC
---^1 INPUT
CRI	 R4 RS SIGNAL
SELECTED UT-113S	 47K 2K
RESISTOR	 RI(EXTERNAL;
	
470A OELA^EO
701 CR3 OUTPUT
2N4853 02 UT-113 S
3	 - 1.Sµ F,35V 2N886 +15VOC
S
	
OUTPUT
i20% SIGNAL
CI
	
R2	 R3* C3 + VR111N9658560 1	 IK CR 2	 1.S^F 15V
1 1 	 V
Tt
	 I
UT- 113 S
	 35V, ±20%
r1
-	
-
TIME DELAY SCHEMATIC
.490
8 2 S	 - I	 I'- . 5 0 0 -^+
TIME DELAY MECHANICAL CONFIGURATION
Fig. 3-8 Time Delay Package
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Drawing Preparation; and Update
Printed Wiring Assembly (PIVA) Drawing Preparation. The GSFC STRAP
III systems were built using the original layout drawings, schematics,
and rough part lists. To decrease the production fabrication time,
a package was included in the contract to prepare production tyre
assembly drawing.;. The drawing depicts the PIVA in a 4-to-1 view
and includes a part list which cross references the part type to
its location on t;ie PWA. The cross checks made during the PWA
drawing preparation (necessary to ensure all the parts would fit)
revealed problems in component mounting interference and sharp lead
kends on nearl y
 every PC board. It was also determined that the
dimension control on the PC boards was insufficient to prevent
interference with the i,.jdule cover. The requirement for plated
through holes was added to drawings which required extensive
printed circuits changes.
The effort spent in eliminating interferences and adding plated
through holes was beyond the original scope of the contract and
contributed to the program overrun; however, the extra drawing
effort actually decreased the cost of fabrication, and thus
resulted in an overall savings to GSFC during the follow-on
contract.
LEA Incorporation. The contract provided a method of making minor
changes to the STRAP III drawings during the fabrication without a
formal change control procedure. An LEA form was .ompleted for each
change. A copy of the LEA is attached to the working drawing to
ensure the changes were incorporated in the hardware. Each LEA
number is added to the program configuration identification list
(CIL). Updated copies of the CIL are distributed to Quality Control
and the test areas. All testing or inspection was in accordance
with the drawing and the latest LEA.
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The LLA was used most to change material callouts, finishes, wrong
drawing callouts, and other minor changes. All significant changes
were coordinated wi th the GSFC 'Technical Officer and copies of all
LLAs were sent to him for his review. More LLAs were written
against the mech^+nical drawings than the electrical drawings since
nearly all the electrical drawings were updated as a result of the
changes described earlier.
At the end of the Program, the applicable I.I:As were incorporated
into the drawings to reflect the "as-built" configuration. LEAs
that substituted an in-house BBRC process for a GSFC process, in-
dicated a one-time change, or indicated a rework to meet drawing
requirements were not incorporated into the drawings.
This drawing control method proved to be cost effective for the
STRAP IIT program. Configuration control was maintained by updating
the drawings after each fabrication.
3.1.3	 Dim 'Target Pointing Study
The results of this study are documented thoroughly in a separate
report, "Study of STRAP III Control System Pointing a Dim Stellar
Target," BBRC Report No. TR69-46, submitted to NASA/GSFC July 309
1969. A brief summary of the results of that study is included
in this section.
Peak noise amplitude on the tracker output signal while pointing at
dim targets can be several times greater than the desired limit
cycle amplitude. The ability to control the body axis of the system
is a direct function of the signal-to-noise ratio. The purpos-- of
this study was to determine how the performance of the existing
STRAP system could be improved when pointing at the dim targets.
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ill of the stud y was perfcrmed using a DC representation (shown in
l : ii;. .)-9I of the existing STRAP III control electronics implemented
on an analog computer.
U .+ LJ
lil
,il iH! DOUfl( SU\SCRIP T S D(NOT(S WN,ATiON ,M
	 ^• S. t
NISI ANO D( CAT TNANS, ( NTS
Fib;. 3-9 Block Diagram Using a DC Representation for the Existing
STRAP III Electronic Control Circuits
Of the approaches considered, two yielded the best results. The
most rewarding was to change the method of determining vehicle
rate control signal near the target. Added improvement was indi-
cated by filtering the tracker output with a fourth-order Butter-
vorth filter.
By changing the vehicle rate signal near null (see Fig. 3-10 Mod 1
configuration) the control system will track a +3 visual magnitude
star staying within the present ±7.5 arc-second threshold for 90
percent of the time. With the same star but a preset threshold of
±5 arc-seconds, the Mod 1 stays within its threshold 65 percent of
the time.	 If the filter (see Fig. 3-11 Mod 2 configuration) is
added the system will stay inside the ±5 arc-second threshold 90
percent of the time. These results indicate a substantial improve-
ment considering the existing system spends about half the time out-
side of the ±7.5 arc-second threshold tracking the +3 star.
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Fig. 3-10 Block Diagram DC Representation of the Mod 1 STRAP III
System
Fig. 3-11 Block Diagram DC Representation of the Mod 2 STRAP III
System
The circuit modification required to incorporate the system improve-
ments is quite extensive. When the general experimenter require-
ments and the improvement gained were compared, the cost to make the
changes could not be justified; therefore, no further action was
taken.
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3.	 ALROSPACL GROUND SUPPORT LQUIPMENT USIGN
the design of the launch and calibration panel (LCP) checker and
the programmer and power switching module tester were included in
the ..ontract activities.
	
Drawings were furnished from which the
w
testers for the fine/universal, power supply, and the common
modules could be fabricated. Some drawing update and drawing
preparation was included in the contract. The following sections
hriefly describe the design activities conducted.
. .1	 LCP Checker
The LCP checker is shown in Fig. 4-1. This checker applies all of
the input signals to the LCP and has monitor for all the outputs to
simulate the STRAP I11 system. By using the LCP checker, every
operating function of the LCP can be verified before the unit is
connected to the system.
The unit is self-containec r., requiring only 115 AC, 60 liz, and a
28 VDC power supply to operate the LCP. It is housed in a portable
carrying case (identical to the module testers). In addition to the
basic performance check of the LCP, the unit can be used to verify
that the land lines between the blockhouse and tower are operational.
A detailed test procedure was prepared to instruct the operator on
the use of the tester. Operation of the tester is straight forward
and is easily used.
3.2.2
	 The Programmer and Pow:,r Switching (P&PS) Module Tester
The P&PS module tester is shown in Fig. 4 -1. The tester is housed
in a portable: carrying case identical to the fine/universal and the
common module testers. It contains all the power supplies required
by the P&PS module including the 400 11z square wave clock input to
I
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t}i(- timer.	 A count circuit verifies
,l re rre sent .	 Three elect romechanicnI
rernotOIY Pr• og	 e time intervals,
g Y'iITIIII i n 	 code .
that all 24 )f the timer pulses
clocks are used to meaSUre the
ther,:by verifying the pro-
4L
I oQ i
	
and I oad c i rcu i is ver i fy ope rat ion of the P PS current regula -
toI b y
 simulating the two-axis free gyroscopes during the torquing
PI;llleu\'ers .
Drawing Preparation and Update for AGI:
1 schematic of the I'W S module and the LCP checker was prepared
;lnd some rough layout work was done for both units. much of the
existing module tester mechanical frame design was used for the
tWO new tester designs. No complete assembly drawings of these
tiro units were prepared.
The electrical drawings provided by GSFC for the fine/universal,
common and AI)-IBC power supply testers had to be revised extensively
to he compatible with the various STRAP III control electronics
changes described in Section 3.1.1. The testers were built from
red-lilted drawings. No drawing update was completed on these
testers..
3.3
	 FINE GUIUANCL ERROR SENSOR DESIGN
3.3.1
	 Design Approach
T}le FGES design was initiated using many of the concepts developed
in the design of the astral tracking unit (ATU) used successfully
with the R13RC developed separable payload control system (SPCS).
(The SPCS is similar to the STRAP III system.)
. ' ..>
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generators. Sweep signal waveforms for acquisition and track are
shown in Figs. 3-13 and 3-14. Since the instantaneous aperture is
swept back and forth across the star image, the electrical signal
obtained from the transducer preamplifier is in the form of a
series of pulses. This signal is called the video si;nal in
correspondence to television nomenclature; the title does not imply
high-frequency capability of the associated electronics, but only
that the signal is a response to visual phenomena.
In the acquisition mode, the video circuitry determines the bright-
est object in the tracker field of view and provides logic signals
to sample the deflection current when this object is encountered.
Signals to the mode logic provide the switching signals to position
the track pattern over the star location and convert the tracker
from the acquisition to the track mode.
The brightest object is determined by applying the videu signal to
a peak detector during the first acquisition frame. The peak
detector holds the peak value of the largest video signal obtained
on the first search frame. This peak value, multiplied by a factor
of about 0.8 to account for statistical variations in pulse ampli-
tude, becomes the level detector reference voltage on the second
frame. The level detector changes state, triggering the mode logic
and the sampling logic which mechanize the track mode and center
and track pattern on the brightest star.
In the track mode, the video pulse is sampled over a portion of its
maximum value duraticY to obtain a measure of video pulse height in-
dependent of the noise c,n the video signal. An average of these
samples is divided by two and applied as the reference voltage to the
video level detector. The output of the level detector provides
logical signals representing the times during which the video signal
exceeds and falls below the reference voltage. These leading- and
trailing-edge transitions generate pulses and are properly gated in
3-16
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Fig. 3-13 Acquisition Mode Deflection Signals
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Fig. 3-14 Track Mode Deflection Signals
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the sampling logic circuitry. The pulses from the sampling logic
operate sample-and-hold circuits which measure deflection current
when the star image is entering and leaving the instantaneous
aperture (i.e., on the leading and trailing edges of the video
signal). Since the scan is linear, the position of the star can
he determined as the average between (1) the scan current at the
time the star enters the instantaneous aperture and (2) the current
when it leaves the field. The operation can best he understood by
reference to Fig. 3-1S, which shows the waveforms developed in the
sampling logic and in the sample-and-hold amplifiers. The waveforms
depict a h ypothetical case where the apparent star position has
shifted an amount ^ from the zero position, and the shift has been
essentially instantaneous. The shift shown is greatly exaggerated
for descriptive purposes (i.e., even at the maximum vehicle rate,
the shift between sweeps could not be half the aperture width).
The first four waveforms are self-explanatory. The coil drive
signal is the deflection signal (presumed to be the X sweep in this
discussion, although the same waveforms are equally applicable to
the Y sweep) controlling the position of the instantaneous aperture.
This signal is the sum of a sawtooth and a bias signal. The bias
is obtained from the output of the loop sample-and-hold amplifier,
as explained in the following paragraphs.
At the beginning of the sweep shown in Fig. 3-15, the bias is zero
(since there was no offset before the movement 0 occurred). The
sample points are indicated, and waveforms (f) and (g) show the
action of the two sample-arid-hold circuits. Waveform (h) is the
sum of (f) and (g) divided by two. After both the leading and
trailing edge samples have been received and averaged, the summing
amplifier output is proportional to A. At the end of the sweep,
the loop sample-and-hold circuit is triggered sampling the averaged
position sample from the summing amplifier.
i
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Vow, if the filtered signal from the loop sample-and-hold amplifier
is feel to the sweep generator as a bias for the scan signal, the
circuits just described can be viewed as a closed loop system which
;adjusts the bias voltage until the sweep is centered relative to
t`ie star.	 By sweeping first in Y and then in Y, the star is main-
tained in the center of the track field as shown in Fig. 2-8. This
bias voltage then becomes the analog signal proportional to dis-
placement of the star from the center of the field of view.
The analog signal is amplified and filtered to provide the desired
gain, saturation, and time-constant characteristics.
;Mechanical. The tracker is shown in Fig. 2-8. The major considera-
tions in the mechanical design of the tracker are as follows:
•	 Protection of the image tube from shock and
vibration.
•	 Stability of the image tube cathode with respect
to the lens optical axis in both vibration and
temperature environments.
•	 Protection of the tube from external magnetic
fields.
The central element of the tracker is the mounting flange. Mounting
pads which interface the tracker with the rocket are a part of the
flange and the lens threads directly onto the flange. The front
magnetic shield, into which the image tube is mounted and potted,
is shrink-fitted to the flange. The electronics support spool and
the rear cover also attach to the mount = ..g flange.
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1'I P('' s method of holding; the phototube is to apply a thin coating
of resilient material around the front edge of the cathode. This
surface is then forced into a mating surface in the main magnetic
shield. Then, the tube cathode is referenced to the rear of the
lens housing through a short .end stable structural path. Axial
lens-to-cathode distance, (i.e., focus) is defined by a precision
lappc,i spacer between lens housing and the flange.
.\ three-pad, lapped reference surface is provided on the front of
the lens. This surface provides for the mounting of an alignment
;mirror to be used during functional and environmental tests.
:Attached to the rear of the flange are two power supplies which
fit around the main housing and bolt to the spool. Terminals are
located on one side and are recessed and covered.
'Hie mounting flange and the main magnetic shield became the objects
of an intensive design and development testing effort. An investi-
gation was triggered by vibration tests conducted on an in-house
built engineering model of the FGES. During the test, an intolerably
high amplification factor of 40 at 1000 Hz was measured at the tube
interface. This amplification was a factor of 10 higher than the
initial analysis of the structure predicted. The solution to the
problem was elusive; however, the problem was finally traced to
inadequate stiffening of the flange and the method of holding the
tube inside the main shielding.
Nearly forty different vibration tests were made rising stiffened
flanges, modified holding methods, different epoxies and methods of
epoxy application before an acceptable solution was obtained. Some
of 'the problems were subtle and difficult to trace. For instance,
an "oil-canning" effect produced by the end plate of the maim shield
made the epoxy fill in back of the tube a detriment rather than the
1
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asset it was initir lly intended to he.	 (Note that this amplifica-
tion Problem was not present in the original ATU but significant
mcdification of both the flange and the magne t ic shield were made
for the F(;l:S to allow the electronics to be housed in the desired
cli\-C lope. )
IL
"lice amplification factor was finally reduced to an acceptable value
of less thin S. All the necessary changes in the drawings and
;issembly proceuures were incorporated into the flight model units.
.3	 System Configuration
1 1hotosensor Assembl y . The photosensor assembl y consists of the
tracker mounting flange, front magnetic shield, phototube and deflec-
tion yoke, video preamplifier, and rear magnetic shield. In the
Completed assembly the phototube, yoke, and preamplifier have been
x'acuuni potted in place to prevent vibration damage and provide
protectio:i from corona and high-voltage breakdown. The sensor is
the ITT F4004 electrostatically focused, magnetically deflected
image dissector tube. As is usual with electrostatically focused
nihes, the photocathode is formed on a convex surface which has a
radius of curvature of 1.23 inches. For this application, the tube
will he ordered with aperture dimensions of 0.014 by 0.014 inch.
Typical performance parameters are as follows:
•	 Peak Radiant Sensitivity: 	 0.060 amp/watt (S-2u
(typical)	 surface)
•	 Resolution (spot size for 80
percent of the energy) on
axis:	 0.004 inch
Multiplier gain:	 S x 106•
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The tune has a focusing; ring; separated from the cathode. This
:allows focus adjustments, which are sometimes necessary to obtain
resolution.
The deflection yoke is of BBRC design and manufacture. The yoke
is an air-core design, and the windings are symmetrical which assures
an orthogonality error of less than 1.0 degree. The diode used to
sense temperature for the temperature compensation circuit is
imhedded and potted in the yoke.
Video Preamplifier. The video preamplifier consists of an inte-
grated operational amplifier which is coupled to the phototube anode
through an isolation transformer. This provides good isolation from
the'-'-kilovolt operational level of the anode and true differential
sensing of the anode current. These components are packaged and
potted in the base of the phototube, along with the dynode voltage-
divider resistor string.
Lens. Thos tracker uses the Delft "Rayxar" 50 mm focal-length,
f/0.75 lens.
	 It has an on-axis spot size of about 0.003 inch.
The on-axis transmission factor is approximately 0.8. To ensure
proper stability of lens elements, the lens is disassembled,
cleaned, and inspected. During reassembly, epoxy is placed in
the retaining-ring threads before they are torqued to specification
Limits. During the vibration test, it was discovered that the lens
was able to move inside the retainers. holes were drilled in the
side of the lens housing to permit polyurethane epoxy to be injected
between the retainers and the lens. This procedure eliminated the
problem on all of the remaining flight units.
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Power Supplies. Two power supplies are incorporated in the
tra:ker (icsign; a high-voltage supply for the IDT, and a + and
-I') \*I)(' supply for electronic circuits.
	
Both supplies use a
ummon series preregulator and separate DC-to-DC converters.
the high-voltage supply uses a voltage quadrupler on the output
to ohtaili the required 2.4 kilovolts.
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Section 4
MANUFACTURING
4.1	 STRAP III SYSTEM MANUFACTURING
One of' the primary goals of this program was to make the STRAP
III reproducible in quantities of eight to ten at a cost compatible
to the sounding rocket programs. As indicated in previous sections,
considerable effort was expended to obtain production quality
drawings to reduce fabrication time. In addition, a considerable
amount of production engineering effort was expended in establish-
ing suitable manufacturing processes.
A production team was organized especially for the STRAP program
I - or both the electrical and mechanical fabrication. This team
carried through the fabrication from the piece part to the final
assembly stage. The production engineer worked closely with the
project and design groups to ensure all the drawing requirements
were met.
Tradeoff studies were made on cost advantages between in-house
and outside fabrication costs, between castings and machining from
raw stock, etc. Vendor searches were conducted for special opera-
tions such dip brazing the module housings and machining of the
pneumatics nozzles. Special tooling and jigs were prepared as
capital equipment by BBRC to reduce the fabrication costs.
All soldering was completed per NNB 5300.4(3A) except where the
original design prevented compliance. No lead clinching was per-
formed on the printed circuit assemblies because the design did
not allow for "clinch pads."
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Some Problems were encountered in soldering to the module PC board
terniinals. Some of the terminals were connected to printed wire
I)aths on both the top and bottom of the boards. When the wires were
soldered to the terminals, the solder connection between the
terminal and the bottom printed circuit ribbon in many instances
W;1" damaged and, in some instances, open connections resulted.
Ihis problem was remedied by a change in soldering procedure to
prevent excessik, e heating of the terminal.
1. _	 I-GLS MANUFACTURING
7'he manufacturing of the FGES was handled by a special group
trained in the processing and manufacture of precision optical gear.
Fxt.'emely dose tolerances are required in some critical parts of
the tracker to hold the arc-second stability requirements. Special
tooling was prepared to assist in many of the operations, especially
those involving the lens and the phototube.
Since most of the electronics are made up of welded modules, a
special test fixture was built which permitted each welded module
to he tested before and after final potting. Problems detected
before potting can be reworked easily.
Most of the final assembly work for the star tracker was done by
the star tracker test group. Several critical potting and assembly
functions must ? , c,, accomplished during the test phase, and can be
handled only by highly skilled individuals.
4.3	 AGE MANUFACTURING
All of the module testers and the LCP checks were built by the
STRAP system test group with limited support for the engineering
machine shop. The units were handled as engineering development
•
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models because of inadequacy of drawing definition and becc-.use
only one unit of each was to he built. Much of the electronic
circuitry is built on terminal boards with solid and/or stranded
wire interconnections 'between components.
The first LCP was purchased from Lockheed Electronics, u c	 any
which previously has built units for GSFC. The last two units
were built in-house by BBRC after comparing the final costs of
the first urchased units with the in-house estimates for the job.
One each of all the AGE built on this program is shown in Fig. 4-1.
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Section S
TEST PROGRAM
S.1	 STRAP III ACS TEST PROGRAM
U.
5.1.1	 Test Methods and Test Procedure Development
The entire test program for the STRAP III ACS system presented a
unique challenge. No test specifications, to-s t procedures or
written test methods were available for the module, RSP, or system
functional tests.
Since the flight hardware and much of the AGE were built from
existing drawings, it was relatively easy to identify the required
measurements in a test procedure. The measurement limits, however,
were more difficult to define. It was the desire of both BBRC and
GSFC to develop realistic operating limits to ensure adequate system
performance. Roth also wished to avoid the pitfalls of making the
requirements unnecessarily severe. To obtain realistic limits, it
was mutually decided to obtain data from the first three systems
using test procedures which identified the necessary measurements.
Using a combination of calculated values backed up by the data
from the first three units, the filLdl measurement limits were
established for the last five systems.
The overall system air nearing and environment test conditions
were outlined in the GSFC test procedure, ""rinal Acceptance Test,
STRAP III Attitude Control System," 721.1-016. This document
served as a Il uideline for the preparation of formal step-by-step
environmental and air bearing test procedures.
The existing CSFC prc,curement specifications for the major purchased
hardware (including the position gyroscopes, rate gyroscope packages,
timers and the pneumatic s ,-lenoid valves) served as excellent criteria
for the development of the necessary incoming test procedures.
I
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Fifteen test procedures for the STRAP III ACS were written during
the course of the program. All were used on this program and have
been established as the official test criteria for the follow-on
programs. All of the test procedures except the air bearing
preparation and operating procedure were prepared on NASA/GSFC
drawing formats and were reviewed by the program technical officer.
The general philosophy was that the test procedures reflect details
about only the GSFC-furnished AGE. The air bearing preparation and
operating procedure, therefore, was prepared using the BBRC drawing
format since BBRC owns the two STRAP III ACS air bearings. The coil-
figuration and operation of these units is considerably differen*_
than the existing GSFC equipment, therefore, the procedure for the
BBRC tables is not useful to GSFC.
5.1.2	 'iest Equipment
The AGE designed and fabricated as part of *.his contract is listed
in Table S-1. In addition, BBRC designed, built and purchased a
considerable amount of equipment for the support of this program.
That equipment is listed in Table 5-2.
Table 5-1
AGE FABRICATED ON CONTRACT NAS 5-11664
Launch and Calibration Console (LCC) (3 ea)
Common Module Tester (1 ea)
Fine/Universal Module Tester (1 ea)
Programmer and Power Switching Module Tester (1 ea)
Power Supply Tester (1 ea)
LCC Tester (1 ea)
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Table S-Z
BBRC STRAP III ACS TEST LQUTPMENT
1 ea Free Gyro Test	 Fixture,	 BBRC
1 ea Rate Gyro Test Fixture,	 BBRC
2 ea 2-Ax^.s
	
llivider	 head,	 Imperial/Upto-Metrics	 'fools,	 Inc.
2 ea Rate
	
"fable,
	 Genisco,	 Type	 50181,
	
Model	 C-181
1 ea Gyro	 Scorsby Table,
	 Ideal-Aerosmith,	 Inc.,	 ;Model	 1412
1 ea RSP Test
	 Fixture,	 BBRC
1 ea 2 Channel Oscillograph Recorder,	 Brush # Mark 220
*2 ea Oscilloscope, Tektronix Model
	
564B with 3A6 Plug-In
*1 ea Oscilloscope,
	
Tektronix Model 541 with Type D Plug-In
3 ea Power Supply,	 40 VDC,	 12 Amp Current Limited,	 Electronic
Measurements Model	 BE-40-IONIL
2 ea Power Supply,
	
40 VDC,
	
25 Amp Current Limited, Technipower
Model
	 LA40-25M
*2 ea Power Supply,	 SO VDC,
	
500 ma.	 Current Limited,	 Power Designs
!Model
	 TWSOOS
*1 ea Electronic Counter, Hewlett Packard Model	 522B
3 ea True RMS Vo'tmeter, Hewlett Packard Model 3400A
*3 ea Digital Voltmeter, Hewlett Packard Model
	
3440A
*3 ea VOM, Simpson Model 260
*1 ea Decade Resistor Box, Shallcross Model 833
*1 ea Helipot Precision Potentiometer, 	 5 watt,	 1%,	 lOK ohm
2 ea Dummy	 .'alve Loads and Telemetry Signal Junction Box	 (BBRC)
1 ea Pneumatics Val're Test Fixture
2 ea Air Bearing Test Tables 	 (BBRC)
2 ea Air Bearing Alignment Fixture	 (BBRC)
*1 ea VHF Receiver, Neuns-Clarke, Model	 1674
1 ea 8-Channel Telemetry Discriminator, EMR, Model 4150
*1 ea Strip Chart Recorder, Honeywell, Model 	 1912
1 ea Pneumatic Fill Facility
	
(BBRC)
*Standard	 laboratory gear available for general use, 	 and not pur-
chased specifically for the STRAP program.
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5.1.3	 Subassembly Functional Testing
'Pest Methods and Approach. Functional tests are performed on the
major components (three-axis rate gyroscopes, two-axis free gyro-
scopes, and pneumatics solenoid valves), the RSP, and each of the
electronics modules to determine its ability to meet individual
test procedure requirements. Each individual component or sub-
assembly (except the solenoid valves) is integrated into a
complete system for acceptance testing. No individual environmental
tests are performed at the subassembly level. The initial component
selection to establish circuit operating biases and gains is
accomplished as part of the functional testing.
Since the final system performance is directly dependent on the
individual component parameters, extensive incoming inspection
tests are performed on the two-axis free gyroscopes and the three-
axis rate gyroscope package. These tests include, but are not
limited to, individual drift measurements (both random and scorsby)
scale factor and threshold on the free gyroscopes; scale factor,
offset, hysteresis, and linearity tests on the rate gyroscopes.
After the free gyroscopes are installed into the RSP, a complete
functional test is performed including gyroscope alignment and RSP
performance. Much of the alignment of the RSP is inherent because
of machining and assembly tolerances; however, the gyroscope roll
axis null must be adjusted to coincide with the primary RSP
reference surface (the accurately machined battery box cleats
mounted on the bottom of the RSP). The two inner gimbals of the
gyroscopes (which become the RSP pitch and yaw axes) are then
adjusted to obtain orthogonality. A precisely aligned fixture
mounted to a two-axis rotary table (accuracy of the table is <±1
arc min) is used to determine the RSP roll position zero.
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Subassembly Test Problems and Final Results. Several isolated
failures occurred during the various module tests; however, two
problems plagued the entire test program. The first problem
encountered was abnormally high failure rates in both the half
crystal 2PDT and 4I 1 DT momentary relays, particularly the latter
tyre.	 ("This problem continued through the system environmental
air bearing tests.) The problem with the 4PDT relays became so
acute that the :NASA/GSFC initiated a retrofit activity to replace
them with a specially built welded module containing two Teledyne
relays (miniature relays contained in a TO-5 transistor case).
The drawings for later versions of the STRAP have been revised
to allow the two relays to be installed directly on the PC boards.
Failures of the 2PDT relays were fewer in number but sufficient
to cause considerable concern about their reliability. All relays
purchased during follow-on procurements were from a new source wii.1
a better overall reliability history and all relays were screened
to tighter specifications.
The second problem encountered was the difficulty in balancing the
caging nulls and valve firing nulls with respect to the input nulls.
This problem was caused by the accumulation of offset voltages in
the LM101 integrated circuit operational amplifiers used in the
modulators, demodulators, and caging amplifiers in the fine and
universal modules. This was not a component problem, but rather
a design deficiency, since the maximum offset voltages were not
considered adequately. The problem was minimized by selecting low
offset voltage devices in the critical circuits. The setup, test,
component selection, and rework required more effort per system
than should have been necessary. This problem has since been
eliminated in the later versions of the STRAP III system by using
a LM101A with lower offset voltages and the addition of a special
bias circuit.
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5.1.4	 System Environmental Acceptance Tests
Environmental Acceptance Test Approach. Environmental test levels
for the STRAP III acceptance tests are tilted in Tahle 5-3. The
test sequence for the tests is usually (but is not restricted to)
vibration, high temperature, ar.d low temperature.
	
Initially, the
sequence was picked arbitrarily; however, in practice, it has
been effective. More problems have been detected during o;r after
vibration than i;. temperature; thus the repeat cycle time is
minimi--ed.
A pre- and post-functional test is performed for each environmental
exposure. The test sequencing is arranged so the post-functional
check for one environment can serve as the pre-functional check for
the next test.
I
Ling L-200 Shaker system
A Team Corporation 1830
two lateral axes to
e control accelerometer
during the test to verify
All vibration tests are performed on the
in the BBRC environmental test facility.
hydrostatic bearing table is used in the
guarantee linear vibration. At least on
and one test accelerometer a_e monitored
vibration input levels.
The system power is applied during the vibration tests. The
umbilical is left so that the system can be monitored more
thoroughly during the test.
Temperature tests are all conducted in the BBRC Tenny programmable
temperature chamber. The systems are soaked at the chamber ambient
temperature for a minimum of four hours. A complete functional
test is performed before, after and at each temperature extreme.
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Table 5-3
LNVI RONMENTAL TEST LIXLLS PLRFORMLD BY BBRC ON STRAP I I I ACS
DESIGN c' U ALI FICAT!M
2 octaves per min.
2.3 g 10-60	 II::
4 . S g 60-160
7.5 g 160-2000
5.4 in/sec
constant
velocity 10-60	 Hz
S.3 g 60-250
7.5 g 250 - 2000
30 ±5 g
Sine
11 ms ±2 ms
-10°C to +60°C
VIBRATION
I . S I N1JS0I DAL
Sween rate
T'hrus t (z - z
axis) levels
Lateral (x-x
and y-y) levels
2. RANDOM
Duration
'Thrust (z-z
axis) levels
Lateral (x-x
and y-y) levels
SIInCh
3 mutually perpen-
dicular axes
Level
Shape
Duration
TRIPE RATURE
Range
FI, I c IIT ACCLPTANC1
4 octaves rer min.
1.S g
3.0 g
5.0 g
3.6 in/sec con-
stant velocity
^.S g
5.0 g
10 sec per axis
0.025 g2/Il__
0.050 g2/11z
None
0°C to S00C
20 sec per
axis
0.056 g2/IIz	 '1 0-2000 Ilz
0.113 g2/Hz	 20- 2000 HIP
The acceleration test initially included in the test program was
waived by GSFC. It was mutually agreed that a meaningful accelera-
tion test could not be performed satisfactorily on the centrifuge
because of the gyroscope gimbal restrictions.
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Environmental 'Pest Problems and Results. The relay problem Out-
lined in the suhas-iembly test continued into the environmental
tests of the system. There were several uther isolated component
failures and a few workmans;,'p problems that were revealed during
t;ie course of the tests but no specific trends other than the
relay failures were noted during the tests.
After the initial units were checked Cnd the limits established,
the remainder of the units passed all of the environmental test
requirements without difficulty.
S. 1.S	 System Qualification Tests
Test Approach. The qualification test Program was identical to
the acceptance test program except a shock test was included and
the vibration and temperature tests were conducted at the quali-
fication levels listed in "fable 5-3.
The shock test (first in the test series) was performed on the
BBRC-owned Avco SM-030 shock machine. The Standard Aerobee vibra-
tion fixtures were adapted for use in the shock test. Power was
applied to the system during the test.
S/N 101 STRAP system was designated as the qualification model
for this program. In retrospect, it may have been more appropriate
to qualify a later serial number unit. Since S/N 101 was used to
familiarize Personnel with the system, it was the most extensively
tested of the first eight systems; however, because the test pro-
cedures were in the infancy stage during those tests, S/N 101 has
the least formally recorded data. Final buy-off of the system
was actually based on witnessing the test and examination, of the
raw data by the GSFC technical representatives.
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Qualification 'lest Problems and Results. The qualification
environmental tests on S/N 101 revealed several rro',ilems common
to all of the systems. All of the systems were con_eduently
reworked to eliminate the problems, thus avoiding similar diffi-
cul t i es during the accept ance tests.
6.
1 total of nine ACS malfunctions was detected during the environ-
mental qualification tests; seven occurred during vibration testing,
two during temperature testing. Of the seven failures during,
vibration testing, three were relay failures. The rema:aing
single-occurrenc:c problems were as follows: a component failure
(1-Mi0l) , a terminal soldering problem, a broken wire in the distr*
hution module, and a component failure caused by a poorly mounted
transistor in the power supply. The malfunctions that oc-irred
dl12- ing temperature testing were a transistor failure in ":	 power
supply and a nutation of one of the gyroscopes at lot; temperatures.
The latter condition was bought off by GSFC without modification.
The terminal soldering problem identified in one of the modules
of S/N 101 during; the qual ification vibration test led to an
investigation of all the modules in the first eight systems.
It was discovered that all the modules had signs of the same
problem. The terminals are swaged into the PC board through a
hole in the cond,.lctor ribbon pad. 	 In some instances the terminals
make contact with both a front and back side conductor ribbon.
The terminal is then soldered to the pads. When wires were later
added to the terminals, the solder between the terminals and the
circuit pad was disturbed resulting in cracks in the solder. Con-
tantination in the form of trapped flux and oxidation then accumu-
lated to cause a high resistance path.
1
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1 Procedure was developed for reworking; the modules to el iminate
the problem.	 A different terminal t y pe was incorporated in the
follow-on program w}iich also improved this situation.
:11 l of the distribution modules were reworked ti-hen a broken wire
was Liiscovered in S/N 101 after the initial vibration ruii.	 The
failure w,is traced to excessive wire tension caused by inadequate
ser ► icc loops.	 careful investigation of this unit and the remain-
ing seven units revealed other wires with the same problem. A
revised wiring; procedure was incorporated during the follow-on pro-
ct ► rements to avoid recurrence of the problem.
The lack of' silicon  grease under the AC-DC power supply power
transistors c oil trihuted to the failure during the qua lificatioil
temperature tests. A11 of the power supplies were reworked to
rnsure this problem would not recur. The GSFC drawing; was also
►► hclated to include a cal lout with instructions on how to apply
the silicon grease and the proper } p eat s i ,h preparation.
5.1 .6
	 System Acc eptance Air Beari Il k _ Nes ts
'Pest Approach. All of the system air hearing tests are conducted
on the three-axis air bearing table sllown in Fig. 5-1.	 This unit
was designed and rabricnted by BBRC especially for the STRAP III
test program. The air bearing table has a self-contained
pneumatics system which simulates the flight pneumatics. The
acceleration levels in all three axes can be varied over a range
of 1.5 to 3.0 deg/sec t in roll and 1.8 to 8.0 deg/sec t in pitch
and yaw for the coarse mode. The fine control acceleration can be
varied over a range of 0.04 to 1.8 deg/sec`. The air bearing also
contains an FM-FM telemetry system to broadcast performance data
from the test stand to the ground station. The ground station
contains a receiver, a bank of FM-FNI discriminators and a strip
chart recorder.
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A star source identical to the one described in the FGES test
section (see Fig. 5-5) is used during the tests to verify t'-e fine
mode operation.
The STRAP III system is programmed to torque all three axes in
hoth the clockwise and the counterclockwise directions to verify
proper coarse mode torgaing and acquisition characteristics. The
program also includes a maneuver in both pitch and yaw to bring
the star outside the FGES linear range to verify the system
acquisitio:, and operation in the intermediate and fine modes.
The accelerations are adjusted to the minimum levels for all
acceptance tests. All pointing tests have been performed using
a GSFC-furnished star tracker observing a +1 magnitude star.
Air Bearing Acceptance Test Results. The air hearing tests
verified t}ie STRAP T II performance characteristics well. Some
of the operating specification limits outlined in GSFC teat pro-
cedure 721.1-016 were increased at the lower acceleration levels
with GSFC concurrence. The changes were in acquisition time and
overshoot angle, both of which are a direct function of the
acceleration characteristics.
S.2
	 FINE GUIDANCE ERROR SENSOR TEST PROGRAM
5.2.1	 Test Methods and Test Procedure Development
The test program for the FGES was planned around the rquirements
of the FGES specification A6000-4, dated 10 July 1969. The "Test
Specification - Celestial Attitude Error Sensor Assembly," BBRC
Drawing Number 36165 was written during the design phase. It
identifies special test methods and the limits for all system
parameters. Using this document as a definition, two detailed
test procedures (P-110383 for qualification and P110369 for
acceptance) were written. These procedures outline the test setup,
the test to be conducted and the measurement limits.
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5.2.2	 Test Equipment for FGES
A considerable amount of special equipment is required for the test
of the FGES. A partial list of this equipment is shown in Table 5-4.
A sketch of the special Star Simulator/Autocollimator designed and
buil* by BBRC for star tracker testing is shown in Fig. 5-2.
Table 5-4
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT FOR STAR SENSOR PROJECTS
1. Electronic equipment
Manufacturer, Model, Characteristics
Photo Research Corp., Model 1970 PR
Goddard Space Flight Center
BBRC
Optometric, 2-axis azimuth
accuracy, 5 arc-sec; elevation
accuracy, 1 arc-min
Wild T-3A
Davidson
Davidson D-656
Ten inch diameter transfer mirror,
pentaprism, alignment prisms
Torit Mfg. Co.
Do-all, 2 x 10 x 1 ft and 2-1/2
x 8 x 1 ft
Oscilloscopes, power supplies,
recorders, etc.
Item
1. Pritchard photometer
2. Irradiance standard
3. Star source,'autocollimator
4. Rotary table
S. Theodolite
6. Corner cube
7. Autocollimator
8. Special alignment equipment
9. Clean hood
10. Granite slabs
Other facilities available for specialized testing include collima-
tors and an image scanner for optics evaluation, spectropho-ometers
and monochromators for spectral response measurements, and environ-
mental test facilities including vibration, shock, thermal-vacuum,
and other test equipmeY,,t. A special high-quality optical window
is installed in the thermal-vacuum chambers to test thermal-vacuum
null stability of the star tracker.
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FOLDING MIRROR
LAMP MOUSING —\
I
I
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• INCH
ACHROMATIC
LENS
ii
MONITOR MICROSCOPE(OR CAMERA)
PINHOLE IN MIRROR (WRIVE
FOCUS OF COLLIMATOR AND
MICROSCOPE
CONDENSER MOUNT AND
FILTER MOLDER
e	 ,
•
v
•
TO FOLDI%G
MU111011
i
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CONUENSE N S ANC	 M",Ot
n:TE4s
TUNGSTEN
soups[
Fig. 5-2 Star Simulator/Autocollimator
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5.2.3	 FGES Qualification Testing
The FGES Qualification Test program was identical to the Acceptance
Test program except for the following:
•	 Environment Tests were performed at the qualifica-
tion levels listed in Table S-3, Section S.1.4.
•	 Qualification included shock and humidity tests.
•	 More detailed data were taken on the qualification
unit.
•	 Tests were conducted per BBRC Test Procedure
P-110383.
A summary of the post-environmental test data taken during the
qualification tests of S/N 002 FGES is shown in Table S-S. Two
sig:aificant deviations appear in the data, the null shift during
vibration and the inability to operate over the entire star
magnitude range of -1 to +4. The null shift problem was traced
to movement of the lens elements in the lens housing. This con-
dition has been corrected on all subsequent star trackers by in-
jecting polyurethane between the lens elements and the lens
housing. The null shift due to vibration in the last seven units
was reduced to less than 15 arc-seconds.
All of the qualification tests were conducted over a star
magnitude range of -0.5 to +4. The dynamic range problem of the
tracker is discussed in Section 3.3.1.
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•	 A total of seven other nonconforming items was detected during
the qualification testing. Of the seven, two were component
failures or repairable defects. The other items were slight
deviations from the specification requirements. 'he post-
environmental test deviations are indicated in Table S-S. During
temperature test the percent of time the tracker would capture a
+3 and +4 magnitude star on the first scar, was less than 80 percent
during the high and low temperature tests. The star tracker never
failed to acquire the star during one of the subsequent scans in
any test. The null shift at 60°C also fell S arc-seconds outside
of the 30 arc-second maximum. The lens problem discussed before
allowed more shift due to temperature for this unit than for any
of the subsequent units.
The qualification tests verified the FGES star tracker basically
met the specification requirements. The few deviations to the
specification were not considered to be detrimental for the
intended use of the FGES. The most serious problem revealed by
the tests was the lens shift with vibration which has been
eliminated from subsequent units.
5.2.4	 FGES Acceptance Testing
The FGES Acceptance Tests were conducted per BBRC Test Procedure
P110369. The environmental tests were limited to vibration,
temperature and vacuum tests. The vibration and temperature
levels are listed in Table S-3. The pressure test requires a
change from local ambient to the equivalent pressure at 350,000
feet in approximately 90 seconds.
r
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The seven trackers subjected to the acceptance tests passed the
test requirements except for minor discrepancies in output noise,
null shift with target magnitude and the signal level with respect
to the true value when the star presence signal occurs. (The
above statement is supported by the data shown in Table S-S.)
The latter deviation (Item 7, Table S.S) is not an operational
problem for the STRAP system since the true signal value is
reached before 2 seconds after the star presence signal output
occurs. (The STRAP system has a built-in 2-second delay before
control is turned over to the tracker.) In all the star trackers,
the true value appears at the output less than 100 ms after star
presence occurs.
The noise deviations (Items 12 and 14, Table S-S) are a direct
function of the phototube characteristics and could have been
improved if select tubes were used. The noise characteristics
obtained were considered a reasonable tradeoff between performance
and cost.
Tho target magnitude null variation (Item 18[b], Table S-S) was
not considered objectionable enough in each case to justify the
additional cost of readjustment of the compensation circuit.
All of the other deviations are peculiar to the individual tracker
and again the cost of rework to eliminate the slight over specifi-
cation condition could not be justified.
6
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•	 5.2.S	 Problems Encountered Durine FGES Tests
•	 Several significant problems were encountered during the test pro-
gram that required a considerable amount of effort to track down
and solve. They problem of lens shift with vibration has been dis
cussed in the qualification test section. After tho problem was
identified, it was apparent that this effect had been the cause
of other large, unexplainable shifts that occurred during pre-
liminary tests of the first two trackers.
Another problem was tracked to the residual magnetism in the two-
axis rotary table used in the dark roam. Unusually large shifts
occurred when the earth's magnetic field effect measurements were
attempted. Differences in null were also experienced when the
tracker was taken from the dark room to the vacuum and temperature
chambers for tests. When the earth's field measurements were made
at the BBRC magnetics building, results were as expected. Repro-
ducible data were obtained in the dark room by removing the star
tracker from the rotary table for the magnetic field tests. All
tests in the temperature and vacuum chambers used the initial
ambient null indication in the chamber as a baseline. The null
is observed before the unit is removed from the rotary table.
The reading is then compared with that taken after the unit is
returned from the temperature of vacuum chamber to ensure no large
shift occurred.
All of the other problems were minor in nature such as compatibility
of test gear with the system, ground loop problems in test setup,
etc.- The final test methods and procedures developed from these
experiences produced consistent and repeatable data.
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Section 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The primary program objective of the program was accomplished;
eight sets of flight hardware were fabricated and tested within
the original program estimates. The cost of the support efforts
(such as design, drawing update, AGE fabrication and test, etc.)
and the redesign to eliminate design deficiencies caused a total
program overrun of approximately 15 percent. The number of hours
required to produce the ACS and the pneumatics was reduced o:
each of the next two procurements of eleven and eight systems.
Increased costs resu:ted from price increases of piece parts,
subcontracts and rise in labor rates to negate a total system
cost reduction.
All of the flight hardware performed adequately to meet the GSFC
experimenter support requirements. Both the ACS and the FGES
	 i
performed as well or better than previous units built in-house at
GSFC or that had been purchased from other sources. The
flight history on all the BBRC-furnished equipment has been
excellent. No flight failures have been attributable to workman-
ship or design inputs for which BBRC was responsible.
During the BBRC fabrication and test of the first eight systems, a
number of problems were noted that could have been eliminated by
modifying the system. In addition, GSFC encountered other problems
during the test and flight of these units. As a result, con-
siderable changes were incorporated into the systems by rework
on the first group of eight and by redesign before fabrication
of the follow-on units was begun. Additional changes were
incorporated to improve the capability, reliability and perfor-
mance of the system. Some of V..ese changes and improvements
are listed below:
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•	 Replace all of the 4PDT and 2PDT relays originally
called for on the drawings with units having higher
reliability ratings.
• Develop a piece part screening program to improve
the reliability and increase the confidence level
in the electronics piece parts.
•	 Redesign the experimenter service module to simplify
the fabrication of this package for each mission.
•	 Modify the power supply to improve the oscillator
circuit and the output power driver capability.
•	 Redesign the RSP electronics card to make it a PC
board rather than the original terminal board con-
r iguration .
	
,w
•	 Develop an alternative source for the RSP slip rings.
r
•	 Change the LM101 to an LM101A and add biasing capabi-
lities to the fine and universal modules to eliminate
the LM101A offset accumulation which caused an un-
balanced switch limit condition.
• Add components to obtain a hysteresis in the dis-
criminator circuit to reduce relay chatter at the
threshold levels.
•	 Change the alignment specification for the three-axis
rate gyroscope package to avoid duplication of gyro-
scope alignment effort at the gyroscope manufacturer
and BBRC.
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•	 Update the procurement specification for the rate
gyroscopes, free gyroscopes, and the programmer to
reflect the latest requirements.
•	 Update the RSP to allow it to operate at spin rates
as high as 7 RPS (original capability was 3.5 RPS).
•	 Initiate a redesign of the pneumatics valve to
eliminate a design problem which periodically
occurred to jam the valve shut.
•	 Revise the drawing for the pneumatics cables to
improve the appearance and reliability.
•	 Requalify the ACS system to the high vibration
levels of the Aerobee 170.
Because all these changes have already bean incorporated, BBRr has
no further recommendations for the ACS at this time. Our strongest
recommendation was made as an option to the proposal for the second
contract to build eleven ACS systems. This recommendation was to
eliminate all the relays in the system, replace the AC coupled
circuits with DC coupled circuits and incorporate the dim target
pointing improvement. GSFC chose not to make the changes because
they could not tolerate the resulting delivery schedule delay and
because the cost of the modification was greater than the budget
would allow.
Considerable work is being done at both GSFC and BBRC on new
advanced systems to replace the present STRAP III system. These
advanced systems will provide better acquisi^ion accuracy and more
flexibility. This effort, therefore, takes precedence over any
major refinement of the present ACS.
Ni
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If additional FGES star trackers are to be built in the future,
a complete study should be conducted to outline the required prime
operating characteristics. Reasonable tradeoffs can then be made
to determine what improvements, if any, should be incorporated.
As a minimum, we recommend the following changes be considered:
•	 Tighten the specifications of the image dissector
tube to improve the signal-to-noise characteristics
of the tracker.
•	 Perform the minor redesign to extend the electronics
dynamic range which will allow the tracker to operate
over the entire -1 to +4 magnitude range.
•	 Modify the star magnitude compensation circuit to
reduce the null shift due to magnitude change.
The drawings for all of the AGE for the STRAP III ACS exist only
as red-lined drawings and rough engineering sketches. Before any
new equipment is built, we recommend that as a minimum all the
tester schematics and parts lists should be updated.
6-4
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Section 7
NEW TECHNOLOGY REPORT
Since this program was basically a build-to-print program, no
new technology (inventions, discoveries, improvements, innovations,
etc.) resulted from the work performed under this contract. The
review activities were conducted in accordance with BBRC's corporate
procedures which comply to NASA's published guidelines.
7-1
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Appendix A
FINE GUIDANCE ERROR SENSOR SPECIFICATION
V4
6
FINE GUIDANCE ERROR SENSOR
SPECIFICATION
A6000-4
10 July 1969
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION
FOR A
FINE GUIDANCE ERROR SENSOR
1.0 SCOPE
This specification defines the requirements of a Fine Guidance
Error Sensor (herein after referred to as a "tracker). The
tracker will be used to provide two axis analog error signals
to a control system that'in turn orients a scientific payload
toward stellar and planetary targets during a suborbital rocket
flight.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
Tracker Outline and Mounting Drawing
Payload Interface Drawing
2
s
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1	 GENERAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND OPERATIONAL
DESCRIPTION
The tracker will be used to provide two axis analogy; error signals
for use in a rocket pointing control. A typical mission sequence
is as follows:	 •
a. Payload on launch platform - power applied to tracker,
no acquisition enable signal.
b. Payload launched - acquisition enable signal given to
tracker at altitude greater than 350,000 feet at a
time as short as 90 seconds after initial power
application.
C. Tracker searches its 8-degree diameter field of view,
acquires the brightest target in the field of view,
and provides analog error signals and a star presence
signal to the control system. After the tracker pro-
vides the star presence signal, the tracker error sig-
nals are used as the primary guiding signals for the
control system in pitch and yaw.
d. Tracker continues to provide error signals on the
initially acquired target or is successively pointed
to new areas of the celestial sphere and acquires
new targets as required throughout the rest of the
attitude controlled part of the mission (typically
four to five minutes).
e. Payload re-enters atmosphere and is recovered by means
of a parachute system. Power is applied to the tracker
throughout the mission, including the descent phase.
3.2
	 PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS
3.2.1	 Weight
The tracker shall weigh less than 11.5 pounds.
3.2.2	 Size
•	 The tracker, including all electronics shall not be more than
S.0 inches in diameter and 11.5 inches in length. A length of
not more than 10.0 inches is preferred. The tracker connector
•	 and the mating connector shall be within this envelope.
3
63.2.3	 Connector
A hard mounted connector shall be provided for signal and power
interface. The preferred connector is a Cannon "D" series, 25
pin unit.
3.2.4	 Mounting
The preferred method of mounting the tracker is by means of a
flange or three bosses located approximately in the c.g. plane
of the tracker. It is desirable that the tracker be designed
so that it can be installed from the front of the payload (see
Fig. 1).
3.2.5	 Provisions for Attaching Filter or Aperture
Threads or other suitable means shall be provided on the lens
barrel to facilitate attachment of a filter or aperture.
3.2.6	 Alignment
The plane defined by three pads on the mounting flange (or the
three mounting bosses if that approach is taken) shall be defined
as the reference mounting surface. An axis perpendicular to the
reference mounting surface to within one arc minute shall be de-
fined as the tracker roll reference axis. It is desired that the
reference mounting surface be sufficiently well defined (e.g.,
lapped pads) that it can be used to define the tracker roll refer-
ence axis for null accuracy checks (see Section 3.7.8). The
tracker pitch or yaw axis must be appropriately defined to an
accuracy of better than one degree.
3.2.7	 Leak Rate
If the tracker is pressurized, the leak rate in an atmo3phere of
1 x 10 -6
 mm of mercury shall be less than 1 x 10 -" cc/sec when
corrected to .;tandard temperature and pressure.
If the tracker is not pressurized, it shall have suitable vent
holes to allow rapid out-gassing during ascent. After being
above 350,000 feet for 10 seconds, the outgassing shall not exceed
the leak rate giver above for the pressurized tracker.
3.3	 ELEC.' RICAL REQUIREMENTS
3.3.1	 Power
Power available for use by the tracker is +28 ± 4v DC and -28
± 4v DC. Absoiute voltage differential between positive and nega-
tive supplies will not 9xceed 4 volts. Power supply voltage line
4
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Figure 1. Typical Tracker Payload Interface Schematic
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0drops will be simulated by a 2,000 cps square wave of 2 volts
amplitude with the instantaneous line voltage never exceeding
32 volts or dropping below 24 volts. This simulation of voltage
line drops shall not cause faulty tracker operati ,an or increase
the error signal noise by more than 10 arc seconds rms.
The nominal power consumed by the tracker shall be no more than
10.0 watts. The maximum power consumed by the tracker shall be
12.5 watts.
3.3.2	 Signals
in u- - The following input signals shall ba provided to the
tracker (see Fig. 2) .
a. Power (+28v DC and/or -28v DC, see Sertson 3.3.1).
b. Reduced acquisition field of view signals, 4° and 2°
(+28 t 4v DC, see Section 3.6.1).
C. Offset point signal (summed current or voltage, see
Section 3.7.8.6).
d. Acquisition enable signal (ungrounding of a pin, see
Section 3.6.1).
Output - The following output signals shall be provided by the
tracker (see Fig. 2) .
a. Pitch analog error signal (see Section 3.7).
b. Yaw analog error signal (see Section 3.7).
c. Star presence signal (see Section 3.6.3).
d. Star magnitude telemetry signal (see Section 3.8).
e. High voltage telemetry signal (see Section 3.8).
3.4	 TARGET CHARACTERISTICS
The targets shall be stars or planets of minus one to plus four
visual magnitude. For the purposes of the specification, the tar-
get brightness shall be defined by a point source standard of
irradiance supplied by GSFC. The spectral characteristics of
this standard are essentially that of a AOV star. Tests may be
run either using this standard as a source or a suitable colli-
mated source whose brightness is appropriately related to the
standard.
3
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Figure
	
Input/Output Signal Diagram
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a
•	 The standard of irradiance shall be considered to be an accurate
simulation of a mx magnitude star under the following conditions:
1. The standard point source is used at that distance
from the instrument X, where S is the absolute spec-
tral irradiance produced by thi source at the objective
lens of the instrument and,
2. The magnitude equation gives m = m, when it is solved
using the relative spectral responfe of the instrument,
R (R must be measured by the contractor and furnished
with ^ach tracker to permit this equation to be solved).
The magnitude equation is:
fSxRXdX
M
	 2.512 log
AOV X
The relative spectral energy distribution of the standard star,
S, is given in Table I. This relative function is sized
a#991utely by notint that a zero visual magnitude star shall
produce 2.65 x 10 -1 photons above the atmosphere as listed in
"Astrophysical Quantities" by C. W. Allen, 2nd Edition, 1963.
3.5
	 GENERAL OPERATING RESTRICTIONS
3.5.1	 Altitude
The altitude will be greater than 350,000 feet.
3.5.2	 Sun Position
The sun will be a minimum of five degrees below the Earth's
horizon throughout the required operating altitude range of
the tracker. The maximum target declination angle (i.e., the
angle from Zenith to the target) shall be 80 degrees.
3.5.3
	 Competing Stellar or Planetary Targets
The angle between the brightest target and any other signifi-
cantly bright target will be at least 40 minutes of arc.
3.6	 ACQUISITION PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
3.6.1
	
Full Field of View Mode
With target characteristics as defined in paragraph 3.4, and
under the conditions of paragraph 3.5, the tracker shall acquire
the brightest target in an eight degree circular field of view
centered on the roll reference axis in the following cases:
8
6Table I: RELATIVE SPECTRAL ENERGY
DISTRIBUTION OF THE STANDARD STAR
Wave Length	 Relative	 Wave Length	 Relative	 Wave Length	 Relative
(AU)	 Sensitivity	 (AU)	 Se, st	 (AU)	 Sensitivity
2920 4.80 4000 11.26 5080 6.69
2940 4.79 4020 11.80 5100 6.62
2960 4.77 4040 11.89 S120 6.S6
2980 4.74 4060 11.62 5140 6.49
3000 4.73 4080 10.86 S160 6.41
3020 4.71 4100 9.02 5180 6.36
3040 4.70 4120 9.63 S200 6.30
3060 4.69 4140 10.S2 S220 6.22
3080 4.66 4160 11.16 S240 6:17
3100 4.64 4180 11.02 5260 6.10
3120 4.63 4200 10.91 5280 6.04
3140 4.62 4220 10.79 5300 S.99
3160 4.61 4240 10.66 5320 S.92
3180 4.S8 4260 10.53 S340 S.88
3200 4.S6 4280 10.41 S360 S.81
3220 4.S4 4300 10.09 5380 S.76
3240 4.S3 4320 8.67 5400 S.70
3260 4.S1 4340 7.99 5420 S.62
3280 4.49 4360 8.22 S440 5.58
3300 4.47 4380 9.37 5460 5.52
3320 4.46 4400 9.76 5480 5.48
3340 4.45 4420 9.64 5500 5.41
3360 4.44 4440 9.S3 SS20 5.37
3380 4.42 4460 9.44 5540 S.30
3400 4.39 4480 9.33 SS60 5.24
3420 4.37 4500 9.23 SS80 S.19
3440 4.37 4520 9.12 5600 5.12
3460 4.35 4540 9.02 5620 5.08
3480 4.33 4560 8.92 5640 S.02
3500 4.30 4580 8.80 5660 4.97
3520 4.29 4600 8.70 5680 4.90
3540 4.27 4620 8.60 5700 4.86
3560 4.25 4640 8.50 5720 4.80
3580 4.21 4660 R.40 5740 4.74
3600 4.19 4680 8.30 5760 4.69
3620 4.19 4700 8.20 5780 4.63
3640 4.19 4720 8.10 5800 4.59
3660 4.19 4740 8.01 5820 4.52
3680 4.19 4760 7.92 5840 4.48
3700 4.20 4780 7.84 5860 4.42
3720 5.03 4800 7.77 5880 4.38
3740 S.48 4820 7.32 5900 4.48
3760 5.99 4840 6.18 5920 4.41
3780 6.96 4860 6.00 5940 4.38
3800 7.92 4880 6.13 5960 4.33
'	 3820 8.43 4900 7.12 5980 4.30
3840 9.97 4920 7.28 6000 4.27
3860 11.26 4940 7.20 6020 4.22
'	 3880 11.01 4960 7.11 6040 4.19
3900 10.70 4980 7.04 6060 4.13
3920 11.9s 5000 6.97 6080 4.10
3940 10.88 5020 6.90 6100 4.08
3960 10.25 5040 6.82 6120 4.02
3980 10.07 5060 6.77 6140 4.00
9
6Table I (Continued)
Wive Length	 Relative	 Wave Length	 Relative	 Wave Length	 .%elative
(AU)	 Sensitivity	 (AU)	 Sensitivity	 (AU)	 Sensitivity
6160 3.97 7240 2.48 8320 1.95
6180 3.92 7260 2.45 8340 1.92
6200 3.89 7280 2.43 8360 1.91
6220 3.85 7300 2.41 8380 1.89
6240 3.81 7320 2.40 8400 1.88
6260 3.78 7340 2.38 8420 1.87
6280 3.74 7360 2.34 8440 1.85
6300 3.70 7380 2.32 8460 1.82
6320 3.68 7400 2.29 8480 01.81
6340 3.62 7420 2.26 8300 1.80
6360 3.60 7440 2.23
6380 3.57 7460 2.22
6400 3.52 7480 2.20
6420 3.49 7500 2.20
,440 3.47 7520 2.19
6460 3.41 7540 2.18
6480 3.39 7560 2.16
6500 3.36 7580 2.13
6520 3.19 7600 2.11
6540 2.47 7620 2.11
6560 1.y4 7640 2.10
6580 2.29 7660 2.09
6600 2.94 76,10 2.08
(.620 3.14 7760 2.06
6640 3.11 7720 2.03
6660 3.09 7740 2.02
6680 3.07 7 760 2.01
6700 3.03 7780 2.00
6720 3.01 7800 1.99
6740 2.99 7820 1.98
6760 2.98 7840 1.97
6780 2.93 7860 1.93
6800 2.91 7880 1.92
6820 2.89 7900 1.90
6840 2.88 7920 1.90
6860 2.85 7940 1.89
6880 2.82 7960 1.88
6900 2.80 7980 1.87
6920 2.79 8000 1.84
6940 2.77 8020 1.82
6960 2.73 8040 1.81
6980 2.71 8060 1.80
7000 2.70 8080 1.80
7020 2.68 8100 1.79
7040 2.67 8120 1.78
7060 2.63 8140 1.78
7080 2.61 8160 1.77
7100 2.60 8180 1.76
7120 2.58 8200 1.74
7140 2.57 8220 2.03
7160 2.53 8240 2.02
7180 2.51 8260 2.00
7200 2.50 8280 1.99
7220 2049 8300 1.98
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0a. The brightest target is located anywhere in the
field of view, its magnitude is in the -1 to +3
range and the next brightest target in the field
of view is at least 1.5 magnitudes dimmer.
b. The brightest target is located anywhere in the
field of view, its magnitude is in the -1 to +4
range and the next brightest target in the field
of view is at least 2.0 magnitudes dimmer.
c. The brightest target is located in the central
4° x 4° portion of the field of view, its magni-
tude is in the -1 to +3 range and the next bright-
est target in the field of view is at least 1.0
magnitudes dimmer.
d. The brightest target is located in the central
4 0
 x 4 0 portion of the field of view, its magni-
tude is in the -1 to +4 range, and the next
brightest target in the field of view is at least
1.S magnitudes dimmer.
In all of the above cases, the selection of the brightest target
must be accomplished with a 99.5 percent probability. In 80 per-
cent of the trials, acquisition of the brightest target will be
completed, error signals generated, and the star presence signal
provided within 1.0 second after the acquisition enable lead is
ungrounded. The target may be moving at a rate relative to the
tracker as high as 0.5 degree per second.
3.6.2
	 Reduced Field of View Modes
The tracker shall be capable of being commanded to have reduced
acquisition fields of view of either 4° ± 1/4° diameter or
2° ± 1/4° diameter, centred on the tracker roll axis. The
reduced field of view modes shall be commanded by the applica-
tion of +28 ± 4v DC to the appropriate input pin. When the
reduced field of view mode command is removed, the acquisition
field of view shall return to its full 8 degree diameter in less
than 0.01 second. While operating in the reduced acquisition
field of view modes, the other tracker characteristics, i.e.,
null accuracy and tracking signal characteristics, shall not be
affected. While operating in the reduced field of view modes,
with target characteristics as defined in paragraph 3.4 and under
the conditions of paragraph 3.4, the tracker shall acquire the
brightest target in its reduced field of view in the following
cases:
a. The target's magnitude is in the -1 to +3 range
and the next brightest target in the reduced field
of view is at least 1.0 magnitudes dimmer.
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b. 'The target's magnitude is In the -1 to +4 range
and the next brightest target in the reduced field
of view is at least 1.5 magnitudes dimmer.
Theprobabilities, acquisition time limits and target rates
which applied in the full field of view mode also apply in the
reduced field of view modes.
3.6.3	 Star Presence Signal
A binary signal output shall be provided to indicate that star
selection has been accomplished and that valid error signals
are available. Valid error signals shall be defined as signals
wwRic'^i in icate true target position to better than 5 arc minutes.
These error signals shall settle to their true values (i.e., be
within the requirements of paragraph 3.7 ) in less than 100
milliseconds after star presence is indicated.
Star Presence shall be indicated by a voltage level of 4.5 ± O.Sv
with a minimum external load impedance of 10,000 ohms. The
"0-State" shall be within 0.0 to +0.5 volt with no current feed-
back into the tracker by the load. The tracker shall be immune
to control system noise feedback applied to the star presence
signal output when the noise is simulated by a 500 millivolt
rms source varying from 100 cps to 10,000 cps with an internal
resistance of 10,000 ohms.
3.7	 TRACKING PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
3.7.1	 General
The tracker shall provide pitch and yaw error signals propor-
tional to the angular errors in orthogonal pitch and yaw planes.
The pitch or yaw angular error is defined as the component in
the pitch or yaw plane of the angle between the null line of
sight (line of sight with both axes at electrical zero) and
the line of sight to the target.
	
The amplitude response char-
acteristics of each channel shall be as shown in Fig. 3 inde-
pendent of the error in the other channel over the full field
of view of 8 degrees or larger when loaded by an impedance of
30 Kohms or greater.
3.7.2	 Size of Linear Range
The linear region in each channel shall be greater than ±16
minutes of arc but less than t20 minutes of arc, measured from
null. The error signals must be smoothly continuous through
null in each channel for all error values in the other channel.
Switching discontinuities and transients shall not exceed 10 per-
cent of the instantaneous value and shall not occur within the
central area defined by the linear region in both axes.
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Figure 3. Error Signal Characteristics
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6	3.7.3
	
Slope of Error Signal in Linear Range
The slope of the linear region shall be 5 m y/second of arc
± 0.25 my/second of arc for all targets. The slope must be
smoothly continuous over the linear region.
	
3.7.4	 Saturated Region Characteristics
The saturated region shall extend from the linear region to
the edge of the 8 degree circular field of view in each axis.
Positive and negative saturated levels shall be constant within
±5 percent over the saturated region. The average value of the
positive and negative saturated signals shall not differ in mag-
nitude by more than 5 percent.
	
3.7.5
	 Crosstalk Effects on the Value of the Output Signals
In the Linear Regions
The output of the pitch or yaw error channel measured at a con-
stant angular deviation from electrical zero in the pitch or
yaw error channel linear region shall not vary more than 5 per-
cent of its instan'aneous value or 25 millivolts, whichever is
larger, as the target is moved throughout the linear region or
the cross axis; and it shall not vary more than 10 percent of
its instantaneous value or 25 mi l livolts, whichever is larger as
the target is moved throughout the entire field of view in the
cross axis.
	
3.7.6
	 Noise
:Von-Null Offset Mode - In the pitch and yaw linear regions, the
rms variations in t- e pitch and yaw error signals, while the
target is stable both in amplitude and angular attitude with
respect to the tracker shall be no greater than the value of
the DC output error signal corresponding to 10 arc seconds angu-
lar error. This shall be true for targets over the range of
-1 to +3 magnitude (as defined in paragraph 3.4). In the pitch
and yaw linear regions, the rms noise shall be less than 20 arc
seconds for targets as dim as +4 magnitude.
There shall be no sustained oscillations on the error signal
outputs greater than 1 millivolt rms.
Null Offset Mode - For null offsets greater than 18 arc minutes,
the rms noise in the pitch and yaw linear regions shall be less
than 15 arc seconds for targets over the range of -1 to +3 mag-
nitude and less than 25 arc seconds for targets as dim as +4
magnitude. There shall be no sustained oscillations on the
error signal outputs greater than 1 millivolt rms.
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3.7.7	 Time Constant
The first break point of the amplitude-frequency response
shall not be less than S cps. At S cps, the amplitude shall
not be down more than 3 db and the phase lag shall be less
than 45 degrees.
3.7.8	 Null Accuracy
3.7.8.1
	 General
The maximum angular error between the tracker reference roll
axis and the tracker electrical null axis (both pitch and yaw
output signals nulled) as a result of all environmental and
operational effects shall be one arc minute. The tracker roll
reference axis shall have a known and stable relationship to
the tracker reference mounting surface. The following para-
graphs establish limits for errors due to environmental and
non-environmental effects. Any additional sources of null
error not specifically called out in the following paragraphs
must be small enough so that the overall null accuracy require-
ment of one arc minute can be met. Null errors shall be within
specification requirements a maximum of one second after the
target is brought to the null position.
3.7.8.2
	
Environmental Effects on Null Errors
The RSS (Root Sum Square) total of the null shifts caused by
tracker operation over the temperature and pressure range speci-
fied in paragraph 3.10.3 and exposure to the environments speci-
fied in paragraphs 3.0.1 and 3.10.2 shall be a maximum of 45
arc seconds.
3.7.8.3
	
Non-Environmental Effects on Null Errcr
a. Power Supply Variations - The maximum angular excur-
sion of the tracker electrical null axis due to power
supply variations over the range listed in paragraph
3.3.1 shall be 10 arc seconds in each axis.
b. Target Magnitude Variation - The maximum angular
excursion of the tracker electrical null axis due to
variation in target magnitude from -1 to +3 shall be
six arc seconds in each axis. The maximum angular
excursion due to variation in target magnitude from
-1 to +4 shall be 12 arc seconds.
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c. Effect of Earth's Magnetic Field - The maximum
angular excursion of the tracker electrical null
axi? due to the effects of the Earth's magnetic
field shall be 10 arc seconds.
d. Effect of Target Position in the Acquisition Field
oA View - The maximum angle between the electrical
null axis when a target is acquired in the center
of the field of view and the electrical null axis
when a target is acquired anywhere else in the field
of view is 10 arc seconds.
;x.7.8.4
	 Null Error Crosscoupling
The electrical zero in each channel as a function of error in
the other channel must fall within a zone ±4 arc minutes wide
at t4 degrees error in the other channel, and reducing in width
linearly to zero at the null line of sight (both channels nulled)
as shown in Fig. 4.
3.7.8.5
	 External Electrical Null Adjustment
The tracker must provide an external means for electrically
adjusting the alignment of the null axis of the tracker over
a range of at least ±2 minutes of arc to a resolution better
than ±5 arc seconds. This adjustment must be accessible from
the front of the tracker when it is mounted on the payload (see
Fig. 1).
3.7.8.6	 Offset Point Mode
The tracker shall have a capability for offset pointing up to
±4 degrees in each axis. Offset pointing shall be externally
commanded when the tracker has acquired a star by a single pin
for each axis to which an externally adjusted voltage or current
is applied to obtain the required offset angle. All of the null
accuracy requirements listed in paragraphs 3.7.8.1 through 3.7.8.4
apply to the offset point mode except that the null errors are
now referred to the offset null axis rather than the tracker
roll reft;rence axis.
3.8
	 STAR MAGNITUDE AND HIGH VOLTAGE TELEMETRY SIGNALS
3.8.1	 General
The tracker shall have suitable electr
tering the star magnitude (accurate to
nitude) and high voltage. The tracker
with loads of 50,000 ohms or higher on
The tracker shall be immune to control
ical outputs for teleme-
within 0.5 stellar mag-
shall meet requirements
the telemetry outputs.
system noise feedback
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applied to the star magnitude, and the high voltage telemetry
outputs when the noise is simulated by 500 millivolt rms source
varying from 100 cps to 10,000 cps with an internal resistance
of 10,000 ohms. In no event shall any T/M output be less than
0.0 volts or more than +5.0 volts.
3.8.2	 Calibration of the Star Magnitude Telemetry Output
The star magnitude telemetry signal shall be calibrated. The
following method is presented as an acceptable way of perform-
ing the calibration. By using the standard source, it is pos-
sible to effect a calibration by viewing the standard source
at any distance between fifteen and thirty feet. The star
tracker anode current shall be measured when the standard source
is being used to irradiate the objective lens of the instrument
telescope. Calibration is then performed as follows:
a. The specific distance between the instrument and the
source shall be measured and noted.
b. The tracker shall be aligned with the point source
and positioned for a zero error signal.
c. Measure the anode current with the scan disabled
and measure the star magnitude telemetry voltage
with the scan operating.
i. The magnitude at the test distance can be scaled
from the third magnitude distance and a calibration
curve of log anode current versus magnitude can be
drawn through the determined magnitude, current
point.
e. A plot of anode current versus star magnitude TM
over the operating range of the tracker should then
be furnished.
3.9	 RELIABILITY AND LIFE
The tracker shall have a design operating life of not less than
1000 hours with a reliability of 98 percent.
3.10	 ENVIRONMENT
3.10.1
	
Shipping
The tracker shall operate properly after being exposed to the
following environment during shipment. temperatures over the
range o` -20°C to +70°C.
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3.10.2
	 Launch Standby, Launch and Ascent
The tracker shall operateproperly after being exposed to the
following environments with the power on.
3.10.2.1	 humidity
Relative humidity of 95 percent at 30°C, followed by cooling
to 15°C.
3.10.2.2	 Vibration
Acceptance Levels-
Sinusoidal Vibration (4 oct/min)
Roll Axis:
10-60 Hz, 1.5 g, 0 to peak
60-160 Hz, 3.0 g, 0 to peak
160-2000 fit, 5.0 g, 0 to peak
Lateral Axes:
10-60 Hz, 3.6 in/sec constant velocity
60-250 Hz, 3.5 g, 0 to peak
250-2000 Hz, 5.0 g, 0 to peak
Random Vibration (10 sec/axis)
Roll Axis:	 .025 $'/Hz over a 20-2000 Fit range
Lateral Axes: .05 g /Hz over a 20-2000 Hz range
Qualification Levels-
Sinusoidal Vibration (2 oct/min)
Roll Axis:
10-60 Hz, 2.3 g, 0 to peak
60-160 Hz, 4.5 g, 0 to peak
160-2000 Hz, 7.5 g, 0 to peak
Lateral Axes:
10-60 Hz, 5.4 in/sec constant velocity
60-250 Hz, 5.3 g, 0 to peak
250-2000 Hz, 7.5 g, 0 to peak
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0Random Vibration (2^ sec/axis
Roll Axis:	 O.OS6 g'/Hz over 20-2000 Hz range
Lateral Axes: 0.113 g 2 /Hz over 20-2000 Hz range
3.10.2.3	 Shock - Acceptance and Qualification Levels
30 g half sine, 11 ms duration applied in each of the three
mutually perpendicular axes individually.
3.10.2.4	 Pressure - Acce ptance and Qualification Levels
From pressure at sea level to pressure at 350,000 feet in
approximately 90 seconds.
3.10.3	 Operating Environment
The tracker shall operate properly under any combination of the
following environments.
3.10.3.1	 Temperature - Acceptance and Qualification. Levels
Acceptance Level:	 0°C to +SO°C
Qualification Level: -10°C to +60°C
3.10.3.2
	 Pressure - Acceptance and Qualification Levels
Sea level pressure to pressure at an altitude of 600,000 feet.
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4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1
	
STANDARD CONDITIONS
Tests performed at standard conditions shall be performed within
•	 the following environmental ranges.
• Temperature:	 +15°C to +30°C
• Pressure:	 525 to 810 mm Hg
• Relative Humidity: 0 to 55 percent
4.2
	
MEASUREMENT TOLERANCES
All measurements shall be made with instruments which are
appropriate for the quantity to be measured and the environ-
mental condition under which measured. The maximum allowable
tolerances for test conditions shall be as follows.
• Acceleration:
• Vibration Amplitude:
(g's or inches)
• Vibration Frequency:
• Temperature:
4.3
	
QUALIFICATION TESTING
t10 percent
t 10 percent
t2 percent or 1 Hz whichever
is greater
t2°C
The tracker design shall be qualified. Qualification is defined
as testing which demonstrates that the proposed design is cap-
able of meeting the specified requirements at qualification
environmental levels. The tests need not be run in the order
listed.
4.3.1
	
Initial, Interim, and Final Performance Tests
Before and at the conclusion of qualification testing, a com-
plete performance test shall be conducted to verify tracker
compliance with all the performance requirements of paragraphs
3.6 through 3.8. Appropriate interim tests should be conducted
between environmental exposures to allow the determination of
the effect of that particular exposure.
4.3.2	 Tests to be Conducted
•	 4.3.2.1
	
Vibration
The tracker shall meet the requirements of Section 3.0 after
•	 being exposed to the qualification vibration levels listed in
paragraph 3.10.2.2. Power shall be applied to the tracker
during vibration. Null offset checks shall be made after each
axis of vibration.
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	4.3.2.2
	
Shock
The tracker shall meet the requirements of Section 3.0 after
being exposed to the qualification shock level listed in para-
graph 3.10.2.3. Power shall be applied to the tracker during
shock testing.
	
4.3.2.3	 Pressure
The tracker shall meet the requirenicnts of Section 3.0 after
and during exposure to the pressure environment described in
paragraph 3.10.2.4. The tracker shall be placed in a chamber
at ambient pressure and turned on. After proper tracker opera-
tion is verified, the chamber shall be evaluated to 10 - " mm Hg
in not more than three minutes of time. The tracker shall ex-
hibit no corona or other undesirable high voltage effects while
it is operating in the chamber both during pumpdown and at 10-"
mm Hg pressure. Null accuracy shall be checked while the
tracker is at reduced pressure.
	
4.3.2.4	 Temperature
The tracker shall meet the requirements of Section 3.0 after
and during exposure to the temperature levels listed in para-
graph 3.10.3.1. The tracker shall be exposed to temperatures
over the range of -10'C to 60°C. Tracker operation shall be
demonstrated for at least one hour at -10°C, 30°C and 60°C.
Tests made at each of these temperatures shall include acquisi-
tion, linearity, throughout the linear range and null accuracy.
	
4.3.2.5
	 Humidity
The tracker shall meet the requirements of Section 3.0 after
being exposed to the humidity le •rel listed in paragraph 3.10.2.1.
The tracker shall be subjected to a relative humidity of
95 percent while being held at a stabilized temperature of
30°C. The duration of the exposure shall be 24 hours. At
the end of the 24-hour period, the tracker shall be energized
while in the chamber and shall and shall exhibit no internal
arcs, current surges or other operating anomalies. Upon comple-
tion of the humidity test, the tracker shall be immediately placed
in a 15% temperature chamber for two hours, with the power
applied to the unit. The tracker shall be placed in a vacuum
chamber and the pressure reduced to 10 - " mm Hg in three minutes.
Proper tracker operation will then be demonstrated. Power is
to be applied during the evacuation.
6
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4.4
4.4.1
4.4.1.1
ACCEPTANCE TESTING
Environmental Exposures
Vibration
The tracker shall be exposed to the acceptance random vibration
levels in paragraph 3.10.2.2. The maximum null shift due to
thi-a exposure shall be 30 arc seconds.
4.4.1.2	 Temperature
The tracker shall be exposed to temperatures over the range
specified in paragraph 3.10.3.1. On-axis testing only is
required. The maximum null shift over the range shall be 30
arc seconds.
4.4.1.3
	 Pressure
The tracker shall be placed in a chamber, turned on and then
the chamber pressure shall be evacuated to 10 - " mm Ng in not
more than three minutes. The tracker shall exhibit no corona
or other undesirable high voltage effects while it is operat-
ing in the chamber both during pumpdown and at 10 -" mm jig
pressure.
4.4.1.4	 Performance Testing
Compliance of the tracker to the requirements of Section 3.0
shall be demonstrated.
4.5
	
GENERAL NOTES ON TESTING
The following is included to indicate the scope of testing deemed
necessary to demonstrate compliance of the tracker to the speci-
fication requirements in particular areas. Where a suggested
test method is given, it is intended only as an indication of
one acceptable way it could be done, not a requirement that it
be done in that manner.
a. Testing to Verify Acquisition Performance - The field
of view of the tracker should be mapped by moving a
star through the tracker field of view. Acquisition
must then be demonstrated by placing the brightest
target at the lowest response point (excepting very
small localized spots) in the appropriate acquisition
field of view and the appropriate dimmer target at
the highest response point in the appropriate acquisi-
tion field of view. Successful acquisition shall be
conducted with enough target pairs to demonstrate
full compliance with paragraph 3.6.
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4b. Noise Tests -
ments shall be
in the linear
more locations
Tests shall be
to demonstrate
A suggested me
samples of out
intervals, T o
probably be on
system rms ang
given by:
Compliance with the noise require-
demonstrated at several locations
range including null and at two or
in the rest of the field of view.
run with both dim and bright targets
full compliance with paragraph 3.7.6.
thod of noise testing is to take N
put error voltage V. at equal time •
f at least one secoAd. N should
the order of at least 100. The
ular noise in arc seconds is then
EV.Q h =	 I Vi - ^ x G
where G is the measured tracker angular sensitivity
in arc seconds/volt.
c. Time Constant Tests - Compliance with the time con-
stant requirement shall be demonstrated by tracking
a target moving at an appropriate rate and measur-
ing the ability of the tracker to follow it. A
suggested method is toplace an oscilloscope a suf-
ficient distance from the tracker, appropriately
sweep the spot, and track the spot.
d. Tests to Determine the Effect of Earth's Magnetic
Field - Compliance with the magnetic shielding re-
quirement shall be demonstrated. A suggested method
is by monitoring the null offset caused by orienting
the tracker in enough positions with respect to the
F,art^z's field that worst case effects due to the full
PI-t,isli,,inus variations in the Earth's field are
e. Null Accuracy Tests - The roll reference axis of the
tracker must be optically defined to an accuracy of
at least as good as 5 arc seconds to permit meaning-
full null accuracy tests to be conducted. This may
be accomplished by means of a permanent alignment
mirror located on the tracker, a removable mirror
which mates with reference pads on the tracker, etc.
This alignment reference must be demonstratably stable
with respect tc the mounting surface of the tracker.
All null accuracy tests which are conducted must be
referenced to this optically defined roll reference
axis.
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6f. Effect of Targets Close to the Target Being Tracked -
Compliance with the requirements of paragraph 3.5.3
shall be demonstrated by placing a target 1 magnitude
dimmer than the target being tracked at an angle of
40 arc minutes from the tracked target and monitoring
the null error.
g. Typical Operating Sequence - The ability of the tricker
to comply with the null accuracy requirements for a
typical mission shall be demonstrated. A suggested
test sequence is:
1. Place a target approximately one degree off the
tracker null axis.
2. Turn on tracker.
3. 90 seconds after the tracker is turned on provide
the tracker with the acquisition enable signal.
4. After the "star presence" signal is given by the
tracker, bring the target to the tracker null
axis in S to 10 seconds of time.
S. Monitor the tracker error signals and verify that
the tracker meets the null accuracy requirements
within the time limits given in paragraph 3.7.8.1.
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